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Abstract 

 The goal of this paper was to explore challenges military veterans face 

seeking employment, and to understand the potential that online professional 

networking sites like LinkedIn have in that process. To do so, the researcher 

reviewed literature from professional and online news sources about veterans’ 

experiences and online networking trends. Afterward, the researcher conducted 

in-depth interviews with three veterans and an online survey of 143 veterans. 

Primary research was geared toward understanding personal challenges 

associated with leaving the military, perception of employability, and use of 

professional networks to make connections in the workplace. Overall, 

knowledge gained from secondary and primary research was consistent; major 

challenges veterans have faced include translating their experiences in ways 

that are meaningful to civilian employers, overcoming prejudices associated with 

hiring veterans, making their employment profiles available to employers seeking 

to hire them. LinkedIn, while not the only channel for seeking employment, has 

become the premier method of professional networking online. This study 

discovered that, while offering great potential for veterans to connect with 

employment opportunities, LinkedIn could be better used to address key 

employer concerns. Currently, it appears the majority of LinkedIn activity on 

veteran networks consists of a series of unrelated posts dependent on each 

independent contributor’s interests. Instead, the researcher proposes a targeted 

approach that realigns existing groups, or establishes a new group, that focuses 

specifically on providing transition assistance, timely advice and relevant 
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services to help veterans connect with real employers and address employer 

concerns. This group would encourage participation of veterans who have 

already experienced success at gaining employment to help others currently in 

need.  

 

Military Veterans and Employment Challenges 

Recent veterans are experiencing increasing difficulty finding gainful 

employment after leaving military service. A Washington Post article published 

on Veterans Day in 2013 said: 

 

“The unemployment rate for recent veterans remains incredibly high — 

around 10 percent — and remains noticeably higher than it is for non-

veterans in the same demographic group… The jobless rate 

for all U.S. veterans was just 6.9 percent in October — slightly lower than 

it is for the population as a whole. But the unemployment rate for veterans 

who have served since 9/11 stood at 10 percent, with 246,000 out of 

work. That's the same rate as it was a year ago, and it's a higher jobless 

rate than it is for non-veterans, after adjusting for age and demographic 

factors. That is, even when you factor in the dismal U.S. economy, recent 

veterans are still having trouble finding work” (Plumer, Nov 2013). 

 

Figure 1 shows a graphical depiction of this trend. As American military 

members return from deployments in Iraq and Afghanistan in increasing 
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numbers, the challenges of finding employment will become much more 

exasperating (Harrell and Berglass, 2012). Looking specifically at Iraq and 

Afghanistan veterans serving after September 11, 2001, David Lerman of 

Bloomberg News reported, “The unemployment rate among U.S. Veterans… 

may be higher than government statistics show” (2012, March 26). He went on 

to say, “a survey of members [found] that nearly 17 percent were out of work as 

of January 2012. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported… that the jobless 

rate among veterans who served since the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks averaged 

12.1 percent in 2011.” These staggering numbers highlighted growing attention 

to a jobs gap for veterans struggling to find work in a slowly recovering 

economy while reconciling their military service with employment opportunities.  

 

Figure 1. Unemployment rate for veterans (Plumer, Nov 2013) 
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In response, many government, corporate, and non-profit organizations 

have begun implementing assistance programs to identify the benefits and 

challenges connected to hiring veterans while helping them find best-fit jobs. 

From the government’s perspective, transition assistance is key to ensuring the 

viability of the military’s future: “The health of the all-volunteer force depends, in 

part, upon the public perception that veterans benefit from their military 

experience, and that civilian employers appreciate both their sacrifice and their 

expertise” (Harrell and Berglass, 2012). Companies also recognize the need to 

help veterans, but from the perspective of business sense: “Hiring veterans isn’t 

charity work, nor is it a decision grounded in patriotic duty. Actually, it’s simply 

smart business. That’s because American war veterans don’t merely make for 

good employees. Often, they’re some of the very best” (Drummond, June 2012). 

 The federal government has responded with comprehensive legislation to 

alleviate the pressures for veterans and employers alike. In November 2011, the 

Veterans Opportunity to Work (VOW) to Hire Heroes Act was established to fund 

incentives for companies hiring veterans. The Returning Hero Tax Credit, for 

example, provided up to $5,600 to companies, while the Wounded Warrior Tax 

Credit offered up to $9,600 for hiring veterans with service-connected 

disabilities (Harrell and Berglass, p.10). Additionally, the Transition Assistance 

Program (TAP), which was implemented in 1990, is continually evolving to meet 

the growing needs of veterans. This program includes pre-separation 
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counseling, employment workshops, VA benefits briefings, transition coaching, 

and disability assistance for all service members (Harrell and Berglass, 2012). 

While these and other initiatives have provided a full-court press of sorts to help 

veterans plug into gainful employment, studies conducted by numerous 

organizations, including government- and privately-funded studies, continue 

working on targeted strategies to help the transition to the civilian workforce. 

 Private organizations and non-profit groups have also joined the fight to 

help alleviate the veteran jobs gap. In 2010, for example, the Carlson School of 

Management at the University of Minnesota began the Military Veterans Initiative 

as a way to bridge the gap by providing funding for veterans attending the full-

time MBA program. A publication from the program states, “Newly minted 

veteran MBA graduates bring their combined military and classroom leadership 

experiences to their workplace and go on to be positive and productive 

members of their corporate family and the greater community in which they 

reside… the goal of the [program] is to help recruit and retain at least 15 Military 

Veteran students per year… with fellowships of $20,000 per student” (The 

Carlson School Military Veterans Initiative, 2013). In partnership with other 

private foundations, funds, and veterans benefits programs, the Carlson School 

has helped veterans gain management positions working for Fortune 500 

companies across the country. 

Of course, there are many other public and private veterans initiatives like 

the VOW to Hire Heroes Act, TAP, and the Carlson School’s Military Initiative 

that have offered strong incentives for employers to hire veterans, support 
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veterans in their transition, and connect candidates with employer values. Still, it 

may be obvious to say increasing employment requires one to know: What do 

employers want? To answer that question, Harrell and Berglass (2012) 

conducted lengthy interviews with 87 people representing 69 companies to 

identify why employers are or are not willing to hire veterans. These companies 

varied in size, location, industry and extent to which they support veteran 

employees or target new veteran hires. The study provided two separate lists 

including 11 reasons why employers would hire veterans and six concerns 

employers have that may prevent veterans from gaining employment positions. 

Figure 2 is a graphical representation of the first list in rank order: 

 

1. Veterans have strong leadership and teamwork skills. They are highly 

accustomed to working in structured environments, and can fill in 

where changes in team membership require it (p.15). 

2. Employers trust veterans’ character. Companies value the integrity, 

maturity, and dependability veterans typically display (p.17). 

3. Veterans demonstrate structure and discipline on the job, working 

safely and following processes (p.17). 

4. Companies seek the expertise veterans can offer. This includes 

logistics and technical expertise many veterans gained during their 

military service time (p.17). 
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5. Veterans are highly adaptable in dynamic environments. With exposure 

to high stress environments, they are accustomed to making decisions 

when a lot is at stake (p.18). 

6. Veterans work effectively with good time management and 

multitasking skills (p.18). 

7. Hiring veterans is the “right thing to do” (p.19) because any of the 

above reasons help meet business objectives. 

8. Often employers find veterans have proven success fitting in with the 

organization, their values and attitudes complementing the culture very 

well (p.18). 

9. Veterans display high resiliency when faced with adversity and can 

work in difficult environments (p.18). 

10. Employers recognize the loyalty veterans display to their organizations. 

In the corporate world this translates to longer tenures and decreased 

turnover (p.19). 

11. There are public relations benefits to hiring veterans, including helping 

to win government contracts or goodwill in the community (p.19). 
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Figure 2. Why companies hire veterans (Harrell & Berglass, p.16) 

 

If these reasons are all true, then why is veteran unemployment still so 

high in comparison to the civilian unemployment rates? Harrell and Berglass 

(2012) also offer six concerns employers have when considering veterans for 

positions in their companies. Figure 3 shows a graphical depiction of these 

reasons: 

1. Skills translation often misses the mark as veterans have difficulty 

communicating their work experience in a way that is relevant to 

employers (p.21). 

2. Negative attitudes toward veterans, such as perceived risks of 

posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or violence, decrease the 

likelihood employers may select veterans over other candidates (p.24). 
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3. Skills or qualifications may not match employer requirements. In many 

cases, veterans have technical training in various specialties but lack 

college degrees (p.24). 

4. Employers are concerned about future deployments. Many veterans 

continue their service in the Guard or Reserve forces either by choice 

or based on contractual terms with the government. This potentially 

results in deployments for long periods of time, creating hardship for 

employers (p.25). 

5. Acclimation to the corporate world may be difficult for veterans 

directly after leaving the military. Employers are concerned veterans 

need more time to acclimate to civilian life before being considered for 

certain positions. This might also be a key factor in high 

unemployment rates directly after leaving military service (p.27). 

6. Companies struggle to find veterans to hire. This is primarily due to an 

unavailability of eligible applicants or lack of access to those 

applicants (p.28).  

 

Figure 3. Why companies might not hire veterans (Harrell & Berglass, p.22) 
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The Case for LinkedIn 

 Online professional networks offer key solutions to help veterans 

overcome the transition to the civilian workforce. Networking sites like LinkedIn 

have “supplemented or served as an alternative to face-to-face interaction in 

ways that had positive effects of social capital… they connect networks of 

individuals that may or may not share a place-based connection” (Papacharissi, 

p.201). The fact that they are Web-based offers a tremendous advantage: wide 

reach and capacity to develop a robust set of connections that are otherwise 

inaccessible. For military veterans, who have at times been around the globe 

throughout their careers, these networks offer timely, consistent, and quick 

access to many potential new connections. David Thew, Joint MD of an 

executive search and recruitment consultancy, wrote, “At a very basic level, if I 
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invite someone to ‘connect’ with me on LinkedIn, I am inviting them to join my 

personal network of contacts, each of whom is known to me and with whom I 

have direct contact. As soon as the invitee joins my network, they automatically 

have the ability to contact the other people in my network through me” (p.88). 

LinkedIn allows for a system of pseudo-endorsements that strengthen the 

collateral each new connection has to grow his or her network.   

 The power of online professional networks is more than theoretical. In a 

2009 CareerBuilder survey, 45% of employers reported the practice of 

screening potential new hires through social media outlets. Among more than 

2,600 employers surveyed, 29% reported using Facebook, 26% used LinkedIn, 

and 21% used MySpace, with the remainder using online blogs and Twitter 

(Haefner, Sep 2009). Unfortunately, this source was not specific about the 

methods employers used on these sites. With greater proliferation of social 

media, employer recruiting and hiring online appears to have grown significantly. 

In a 2013 Staff.com survey, about 92% of companies (total sample size not 

disclosed) were using social media sites like Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn to 

recruit for job openings. Of those companies surveyed, 93% preferred to use 

LinkedIn as a candidate source over other online networks (Bennett). This trend 

may indicate the success LinkedIn has experienced in differentiating itself as a 

professional networking site, as opposed to others like Facebook and Twitter 

who tend to be more casual in nature. 

Since its inception, LinkedIn has become the premier professional 

networking platform online, continually growing in scope every year to provide 
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employers and job seekers alike with more ways to connect. As of July 2014, 

LinkedIn’s About Us page boasted over 300 million user profiles in over 200 

countries (LinkedIn). Thew (2008) commented, “For me, the obvious 

measurement of any networking channel or advertising medium is whether I can 

identify and place a candidate or win a new assignment and this is something I 

monitor very closely. On this basis alone, LinkedIn has worked for me. It has 

also taken me into markets where my exposure was previously more limited” 

(p.89). In this way, it offers employers more robust functions to hire right-fit 

candidates. Plus it also enables job seekers the ability to brand themselves: 

“Arguably, membership of an online professional network communicates a 

statement of class and profession. For example, job titles and professional 

experience present the core of a LinkedIn profile and are displayed with great 

detail and attention, so as to grant the LinkedIn member the appropriate status 

and authority” (Papacharissi, p.212). In a sense, with the right combination of 

key words, phrases, profile photo, project work, group members, and 

professional endorsements, a LinkedIn user could drive the trajectory of her 

resume with more targeted control than more conventional job application 

methods.  

Returning to veterans, the highlighted articles lay out a straightforward 

but difficult case for veterans seeking employment. While they display high 

technical aptitude, motivation, and leadership skills, veterans have difficult 

challenges to overcome when transitioning from military life to the civilian 
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workforce. This paper investigates how veterans have made that transition and 

seeks to identify ways LinkedIn may assist job searching as a networking tool.  

 

Objective 

To do so, the researcher explored the veteran’s journey starting with the 

transition from military service to the civilian workforce, and how veterans might 

use online networking—more specifically LinkedIn—to connect with potential 

employment opportunities. The project began with these four questions, further 

developing into hypotheses and research methods to gain insights helping 

veterans use LinkedIn more effectively: 

 

1. How well prepared did veterans feel going into the civilian workforce at 

the time they left military service? 

2. How have veterans leveraged online networking as a means to connect 

with employers? 

3. More specifically, how much utility did they get from LinkedIn as a 

networking tool? 

4. Are LinkedIn channels helping veterans effectively address the six 

employer concerns listed in the 2012 Harrell and Berglass study? 

 

Hypotheses 

With these questions in mind, the researcher developed the following 

hypotheses. 
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H1: There is a direct correlation between the last rank or pay grade 

earned and the level of preparedness a veteran will feel when 

transitioning into the civilian workforce. This is based on the 

researcher’s notion that military members with increasingly higher pay 

grades have greater levels of experience, training, personal connections 

and more expectations of authority and autonomy placed upon them. 

These veterans may also have more exposure to personal networking, 

since their time in service will have provided work experiences with 

people from various career fields and cultures. 

 

H2: While the majority of veterans will have LinkedIn profiles, most will 

not use them to connect with employment opportunities effectively. 

The researcher postulates that many veterans treat LinkedIn like a 

Facebook account, creating professional connections without much of a 

targeted strategy. 

 

H3: Veterans on LinkedIn, therefore, will not effectively use LinkedIn to 

address key employer interest like those in the 2012 Harrell and 

Berglass study. Here, the researcher judges that the majority of 

veterans’ networking experiences are not through online professional 

networks, but rather through other means. Thus, although they will have 
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an online presence, veterans may prefer more traditional networking 

methods like the phone, email or other correspondence. Moreover, for 

reasons such as pride in their work and difficulties in switching from the 

military culture to a civilian culture, issues like skills translation and 

bridging skills gaps may prove difficult.  

 

Methods / Research Design 

This section discusses research methodology consisting of three phases: 

in-depth interviews, an online survey and a content analysis of LinkedIn activity. 

Results are discussed later in sections devoted to each research phase. 

The first phase consisted of three in-depth interviews designed to provide 

understanding of veterans’ experiences transitioning from the military to the 

civilian workforce, along with their networking practices. The three respondents 

included one U.S. Army and two U.S. Navy veterans. Interviews lasted about 30 

to 45 minutes and used a predetermined script on various days in April 2014. 

They were informal, often occurring over lunch or coffee, in convenient locations 

for the participants (one in an office, one in a conference room, and one at a 

coffee shop). The interviews consisted of approximately 20 – 30 questions 

depending on the quality of each response and the need to elicit further 

information. Questions followed a pathway consisting of six sections designed 

to go further into the veteran’s experience as the interview progressed: 
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1. Basic background, including branch of service, service length, pay grade, 

deployment experience and other questions related to military 

experience. 

2. Skills gained, including career field, technical training, professional 

development and leadership courses. 

3. Transition to the civilian workforce, consisting of questions about 

perceived preparation for the transition and reflection on how they could 

have better prepared themselves, where applicable. 

4. Job search experience, such as length of time before obtaining a civilian 

job, challenges with job searching and ability to market or translate skills 

for potential employers. 

5. Current work situation, including salary equity, responsibility level 

comparisons, whether their current situation was consistent with a 

planned career path and job satisfaction. 

6. Professional networking experience, such as whether or not the veteran 

had profiles on online networking sites (and which sites), level of activity 

on those sites, reasons for use and perceived helpfulness of online 

networks to connect with employment opportunities. 

 

Second, the online survey was designed to gain quantitative data that 

would lead to market insights that may help veterans strengthen their job 

network, leading to greater employment potential. Participants came from a 

convenience sample of several online sources including the researcher’s close 
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connections on Facebook and LinkedIn, as well as LinkedIn users from the US 

Air Force and USAF Comptrollers groups. The online survey was conducted 

over 15 days in May 2014 and gathered data from 143 respondents. There were 

15 questions total, separated into five sections that followed the veteran’s 

transition journey: 

 

1. Military history including branch of service, time in service, duration since 

leaving the military and highest earned pay grade. 

2. Transition efficacy including perceived level of preparation for transition 

to civilian work, ability to connect with employers and current 

employment circumstances. 

3. Job searching activities including methods of searching and perceived 

effectiveness of those methods. 

4. Online networking habits including social media sites used and reasons 

for using online network channels. 

5. Demographic information including veteran status (as a screening 

question), gender and age. 

 

The third and final research method was a content analysis of discussion 

topics from two LinkedIn groups: US Military Veterans Network and U.S. 

Veteran. Data for this analysis was pulled from all discussion topics in each 

group from June 1st through June 25th, 2014. Analysis consisted of two parts. In 

the first part, discussion topics were placed into one of 15 mutually exclusive 
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categories to determine what type of content was shared between group 

members. The second part tied these 15 categories back to the six employer 

concerns listed in the Harrell and Berglass article—skill translation, negative 

stereotypes, skill mismatch, concern about future deployments, acclimation and 

finding veterans—to determine how effective discussion topics might be in 

connecting veterans with employment opportunities.  

As of June 26th, 2014, US Military Veterans Network had 50,101 members 

while U.S. Veteran had 44,353 members. Membership most likely consisted of a 

combination of veterans and employers, but the distribution of member 

representation was not readily evident at the time of this project. Both groups 

were selected for the following reasons: 

 

1. At the time, they were the first and second largest veteran group on 

LinkedIn, respectively. 

2. Both were considered “very active” LinkedIn groups, with high frequency 

of new discussion posts. 

3. Both groups were available for viewing because of the groups’ openness 

to non-members or the researcher’s active membership status. 

4. The researcher assumed both groups would have more representative 

distribution of people from different military branches. Other groups 

considered for this study restricted their membership based on a 

veteran’s branch of service. Groups with open membership but devoted 
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to one particular branch, such as USAF Veterans or Army Veterans, might 

also favor one branch over others. 

5. Their openness to veterans from various service branches might prevent 

the possibility of skewed data from a selective population sample. 

 

In total, 398 data points were gathered, 199 from each of the two groups. 

A “data point” in this case refers to the general subject of a particular discussion 

topic. For example, when a discussion topic was about a job opening or hiring 

opportunity, that topic was recorded as a data point for the Job Announcements 

category. Each subject was placed in only one of the 15 categories. 

 

1. Job Announcements: job openings or recruiting initiatives inviting 

veterans to apply for specific positions. 

2. Benefits & Financial Advice: advice on military service-related benefits or 

financial advice that did not have direct relationship with employment 

opportunities. 

3. Editorials & Blogs (non-Political): various commentaries or motivational 

pieces not directly associated with employment opportunities but may 

provide insights for acclimation to a civilian work culture. 

4. Veterans Affairs Scandal: commentaries or reports regarding the alleged 

scandal over veterans’ medical coverage through the Department of 

Veterans Affairs.  
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5. Current Events: news about recent events that are not directly related to 

employment opportunities. 

6. Activism & Causes: opportunities to donate to, volunteer with, or 

advocate for a particular cause or on behalf of individuals in need. This 

category was not associated with employment opportunities. 

7. Job Search & Transition Tips: Articles, research presentations, blogs, or 

editorials that provided tips on personal branding, skill translation, 

resume writing, and other practical tips to help veterans connect with 

employment opportunities. 

8. Networking Opportunities: invitations to connect with other LinkedIn 

users, career fairs, expos, conferences and other events that help 

veterans gain exposure to employers or professional relationships that 

could lead to employment opportunities. 

9. Advertisements: services offered by third parties or individuals for a fee. 

These services may or may not have been related to employment 

opportunities. 

10. Requests for Information: personal solicitation for assistance or advice. 

11. Political Commentary: editorial, blogs, comments or articles related to 

political discourse that did not have direct association with employment. 

12. Training & Education: opportunities for career broadening, classes or 

training to strengthen job skills in one or more industries. 

13. PTSD & Rehabilitation: articles related to supporting veterans returning 

from war and their families cope with posttraumatic stress disorder. 
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14. Force Announcements: articles and reports about topics related to the 

military’s internal operations. 

15. Other. 

 

In-Depth Interview Results 

Respondents offered reasons for feeling both highly prepared and 

unprepared for transition to the civilian workforce in various ways. For example, 

the technical skills and leadership experience each respondent gained during 

their tenure in the military strengthened their sense of efficacy. They expressed 

initiative, problem solving abilities, and resilience when facing the challenges of 

transitioning to the civilian workforce. In that sense, their military experience 

prepared them very well to thrive in a world where they would need to think 

independently and stay adaptable.  

On the other hand, other skills were lacking, such as how to 

communicate their work experience in ways that would be meaningful to 

employers. TAP courses offered broad-brush approaches to resume writing and 

interviewing skills, but did not necessarily help with each respondent’s specific 

skill set (each respondent served in a different career field: infantry, nuclear 

engineering and aviation). The two gentlemen who served in the infantry and as 

an aviator had more difficulty seeking employment than the respondent who 

was an engineer. One viable conclusion might be that engineering is a highly 

sought skill with abundant potential in the civilian workforce. 
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Despite lacking a complete sense of preparation for their transition into 

the civilian workforce, each respondent felt the skills and experience they gained 

greatly helped them overcome challenges. It is important to note pay grades 

here. The infantryman was an E-5 (sergeant in the Army), or noncommissioned 

officer with the responsibility to lead and train teams of soldiers. The engineer 

was an O-3 (lieutenant in the Navy), with experience leading teams of 50 or 

more people. The aviator was an O-5 (commander in the Navy), and had years 

of experience overseeing teams large and small. All respondents believed they 

gained a sense of self-initiative and resourcefulness as a result of the challenges 

encountered while in the military. This was perhaps the greatest strength of 

having served. In that sense, their responses seemed to support the 

researcher’s statement in H1, revealing there may be a strong connection 

between a veteran’s rank in the service and the level of preparedness to seek 

civilian employment. To prove this, however, results from additional interviews 

would be needed from veterans that served in lower pay grades. 

When asked to discuss any challenges faced with translating their skills 

for employers, participants’ responses were varied. As mentioned above, the 

respondent who served as an engineer found it much easier to translate his 

skills in ways that are meaningful to employers. The highly technical and more 

readily applicable nature of his profession made him a desirable employment 

prospect. The other respondents (infantry and aviation) were much more 

specialized with careers geared for specific military purposes. As a result, 
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tangible skills that could directly translate to the corporate world or other civilian 

employment opportunities were less obvious.  

Respondents overwhelmingly agreed that the more intangible aspects of 

their experiences (leadership, team-building, problem-solving, and management 

experiences) were perhaps more difficult to translate. One respondent 

suggested that a “trigger puller” (convoy gunner) in the military has a much more 

abstract and negative connotation to a civilian hiring manager. The obvious 

solution would be to avoid using graphic terms like “trigger puller” altogether. To 

a military member, however, this position carries a great sense of responsibility. 

The challenge for the veteran, therefore, is to find new language to describe their 

experience by emphasizing skills like excellent judgment, self-discipline, team 

building, loyalty, adaptability, and calm under stress.   

With that understanding, we moved on to discuss professional 

networking practices using LinkedIn. Each respondent confirmed they had a 

LinkedIn profile. LinkedIn uses a scale to show how “complete” a user’s profile 

is, offering suggestions on how profiles might be improved. All respondents 

stated they did not have completed personal profiles. One participant, the 

aviator, stated he only used LinkedIn as part of his current employment, which 

requires an online presence for people to locate him. He preferred to build his 

professional relationship through email or phone calls. The other two 

respondents treated their profiles like online resumes, or simply to list their 

employment aspirations. Active networking, like connecting with contacts for 

professional benefits was minimal. Neither respondent created and posted 
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content for LinkedIn as a professional contributor to a group or other similar 

function. Respondents relied much more on personal networking, like existing 

relationships and word-of-mouth communications versus online platforms like 

LinkedIn. 

These responses supported the researcher’s statements in H2 and H3. 

Although each participant did have a LinkedIn profile, their incompleteness and 

infrequency of use reveals the potential LinkedIn can still offer. Moreover, apart 

from posting job experience and other minimal interactions on LinkedIn, there 

was not a large attempt to use the platform to address employers’ key 

concerns. 

 

Online Survey Results 

Survey questions were based on insights gained through secondary 

research, in-depth interviews, and the researcher’s personal experience. The 

goal of the survey was to quantify and analyze responses to identify trends and 

leveragable insights that might help veterans with online networking practices.  

Of the 143 veterans contacted, 121 respondents completed the survey, 

resulting in an 85 percent completion rate. Only one percent of respondents 

were between the ages of 18 and 25. About 33 percent of respondents were 26 

to 35 years old. Approximately 23 percent were between the ages of 36 and 45. 

About 32 percent were between 46 and 55 years old. The remaining 11 percent 

were 56 years or older. Approximately 61 percent of respondents were male, 

and 39 percent were female. Additional data not included in this survey would 
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have been helpful, such as length of time to find work cross-tabulated with pay 

grade data. The distribution by military branch was as follows: 

 

Air Force: 77% 

Army: 6% 

Marine Corps: 3% 

Navy: 5% 

Guard or Reserves: 9% 

Coast Guard: 0% 

 

The survey measured self-efficacy by rating responses to statements 

from nominal categories of employment preparation. The list below describes 

each category with its corresponding self-assessment statement.  

 

1. Proficiency: The skills I learned helped me become technically proficient. 

2. Leadership: I gained valuable leadership experience that will help me 

beyond my service. 

3. Learning: My service experience helped me become a faster learner. 

4. Guidance: I had good guidance to help me find employment after leaving 

the service. 

5. Confidence: I felt very confident I could get a job after leaving the service. 

6. Value: I would be a valuable asset to any organization. 
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Ratings used a seven-point Likert scale with answers ranging from 

“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.” Figure 4 shows the distribution of 

responses across the scale, which followed fairly even distributions regardless 

of pay grade. Interestingly, all categories except “guidance” were viewed more 

favorably. For example, proficiency, leadership, learning, confidence and value 

all had 71, 88, 80, 59 and 94 percent of respondents answering in the “agree” or 

“strongly agree” categories. Guidance on the other hand only had 25 percent of 

respondents answering in the same categories. This seems to indicate that 

veterans felt high levels of self-efficacy due to the skills and experiences gained 

during their service, but felt guidance was severely lacking. Referring to the in-

depth interview with the naval aviator, he stated, “Could the military have 

provided more? Yes. Should the military have provided more? Well, my 

response to that is who is going to pay for it? That’s not the military’s job, to 

prepare me for a civilian job. It’s the military’s job to prepare me to fight the 

nation’s wars.” His viewpoint appears consistent with the survey respondents’ 

feelings about guidance. Overall, however, the data indicates that veterans have 

high levels of self-efficacy.  
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Figure 4. Veterans’ self-efficacy during the transition to the civilian workforce. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The survey also measured veterans’ experiences throughout their 

transition out of the military into the civilian workforce. More specifically, the 

researcher looked at three categories connected to veterans’ perceived abilities 

to connect with employers and employment opportunities. 

 

1. Vet-friendly: Employers today are veteran-friendly. 

2. Translation: It is difficult to translate my skills and experience from my 

service time in a way that is meaningful to employers. 
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3. Network: My professional network played a big role in connecting me to 

employers. 

 

Figure 5 charts responses to these statements. Results were distributed 

fairly similarly throughout each category measured, allowing for some 

aggregation. Veterans, on the whole, tended to respond positively to the idea 

that employers were veteran-friendly and that their professional networks played 

a key role. However, the majority of respondents also identified difficulty in 

translating their skills and experience in a way that is meaningful to employers. 

 

Figure 5. Veterans’ experiences translating skills and connecting with employers. 
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The survey also looked at veterans’ perception of online networking 

activities. Specifically, the survey was designed to measure respondent’s 

behavior and attitudes in nine categories:  

 

1. Online resume: I use professional networking sites like an online resume. 

2. Key words: I try to use key words that will stick out to employers. 

3. Profile updates: I update my profile often to keep my personal information 

current. 

4. Employer activity: Employers are actively searching for candidates on 

professional online networks. 

5. Self-branding: I am very familiar with all the ways I can use online 

networks to make myself more marketable to employers. 

6. Creating content: I like to write content (blogs, articles, etc.) and post 

them to my online professional networking sites. 

7. Company connections: My online professional networks help me connect 

to companies where I might want to work. 

8. Online networking: I am a member of one or more professional 

networking groups online. 

9. Veterans network: I have a strong veterans network online to help me 

market my service experience with potential employers. 

 

Figures 6 through 14 below provide different insights showing that they have 

some indication that LinkedIn may be a valuable tool (they are using it to an 
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extent) but are not experiencing its full job networking benefits. For example, 

when asked how much time was devoted to different job searching activities, on 

average veterans only used LinkedIn 15 percent of the time when searching for 

employment (in comparison to 50 percent for online searches, 7 percent for 

classified ads, 6 percent for temp agencies, and 14 percent for other sources 

such cold calls and personal networking). These values are independent 

aggregate averages. 

 

Figure 6. LinkedIn as an online resume. 

 

An initial look at this data renders inconclusive results. Perhaps some 

respondents viewed the statement “I use professional networking sites like an 

online resume” as a good thing; an online resume shows an online presence and 

connectivity with the modern digital age. However, this question may have 

garnered negative perceptions by some; for example, a LinkedIn profile may not 

“just” be an online resume for certain respondents. Yet data seems to indicate 
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many respondents believed having LinkedIn as a form to communicate work 

experience could have its advantages. 

 

Figure 7. Using key words to stand out to employers. 

 

From this chart, one can see the perceived importance of using key words to 

gain visibility with employers. Additional research about employer recruiting 

practices on LinkedIn would be useful to help understand to what degree key 

words are important, and which key words would be most effective. 
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Figure 8. Frequency of profile updates. 

 

This data seems to indicate veterans place a lot of value in regularly updating 

their personal LinkedIn profiles. 

 

Figure 9. Employer activity. 

 

The majority of respondents seem to believe employers are actively searching 

for job candidates online, while the perception of this notion does not appear 

overwhelming. Almost 34 percent of respondents appeared inconclusive in their 
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attitude toward this category. In that sense, there may be a mismatch between 

data presented earlier in this study about company involvement on LinkedIn and 

veterans’ perceptions. 

 

Figure 10. Self-branding. 

 

Data about self-branding bears a nearly equal distribution among respondents 

across all seven measurement points. With more than 36 percent answering in 

the negative, and 49.1 percent of respondents answering in the affirmative, a fair 

number of veterans appear to understand the methods to market themselves on 

LinkedIn. There is still room for improvement. 
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Figure 11. Creating and posting content. 

 

Creating and posting content such as blogs and articles did not appeal to the 

majority of respondents.  

 

Figure 12. Connecting with desirable companies. 

 

When asked if they used LinkedIn to connect with companies where they 

wanted to work, respondents’ answers varied. However, 43.6 percent 

responded in the negative, while 32.5 percent responded in the positive. Further 
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research could help to identify why by looking at personal criteria, the impact of 

economic conditions and whether or not a skills gap plays a factor.  

 

Figure 13. Online group membership. 

 

The data indicates a majority of veterans have a presence on at least one online 

professional group on LinkedIn. However, 28.5 percent answered in the 

negative. An interesting follow-up study could investigate to what degree 

veterans on the whole perceive value in online networking groups. Do they find 

them helpful? Or are online networking groups just trendy? Or perhaps those 

who responded in the negative fall into a demographic category that is not as 

inclined to spend much time on the Internet. 
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Figure 14. Strength of veterans network. 

 

When asked about the availability about a strong veterans network online, 

respondents’ answers varied, but leaned toward the negative side of the scale. 

Almost 35 percent answered in agreement with the statement, while nearly 47 

percent disagreed. This may indicate that, although the majority of respondents’ 

have an online networking presence, veteran networking groups online do not 

appear to be as helpful as they can be. 

 

Overall, these results seem to show that veterans understand online 

networking can be a helpful tool, but they don’t quite know how to use it to 

maximize benefits. That said it would be important to better understand how 

veterans are using LinkedIn by looking at real world samples of LinkedIn 

discussions. Seeing how Veterans are not using LinkedIn can also help identify 

opportunities to better connect with employers.  
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Content Analysis Results 

To further unpack this, the researcher analyzed content from two 

LinkedIn Groups: “US Military Veterans Network” and “U.S. Veteran.” Figure 15 

below shows the results of this analysis, with percentage distributions by 

channel (combined data, US Military Veterans Network and U.S. Veteran) shown 

as pie charts found in Figures 16-1, 16-2 and 16-3. While job announcements 

ranked one or two in both channels, no other categories that offered tangible 

employment-related opportunities ranked in the top five. Observations point to 

how these LinkedIn groups were not mainly used for connecting veterans with 

employment opportunities. This was surprising considering how problematic 

veteran unemployment rates have become. Discussion topics also did not 

appear to be screened or moderated with any particular focus in mind. Instead, 

they seemed to be added depending on the interests of any particular user 

choosing to post to the group’s page. 
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Figure 15. Data Tabulation for All Channels 

 

 

Figure 16-1. Percentage Distribution: Combined Data 

 

Job Announcements: 18% 
Benefits & Financial Advice: 15% 
Editorials & Blogs (non-Political): 12% 
Veterans Affairs Scandal: 10% 
Current Events: 9% 
Activism & Causes: 8% 
Job Search & Transition Tips: 8% 
Networking Opportunities: 6% 
Advertisements: 4% 
Requests for Information: 3% 
Political Commentary: 3% 
Training & Education: 2% 
PTSD & Rehabilitation: 1% 
Other: 1% 
Force Announcements: 0% 
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Figure 16-2. Percentage Distribution: US Military Veterans Network 

 

 

Figure 16-3. Percentage Distribution: U.S. Veteran 

 

 

Benefits & Financial Advice: 24% 
Job Announcements: 13% 
Veterans Affairs Scandal: 9% 
Editorials & Blogs (non-Political): 9% 
Activism & Causes: 8% 
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Requests for Information: 5% 
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Political Commentary: 2% 
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Networking Opportunities: 5% 
Political Commentary: 3% 
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Other: 3% 
Training & Education: 2% 
Requests for Information: 2% 
PTSD & Rehabilitation: 1% 
Force Announcements: 0% 
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Data seems to show that these online veteran networks are not effective 

in connecting veterans with employment opportunities. More research would be 

needed to validate the quality of posts and the relationships with employers they 

create on an individual basis. That level of study is beyond the scope of this 

project. However, it is apparent that more focused attention on helping veterans 

overcome employment challenges is needed. If these online networks are not 

effectively connecting veterans with employment opportunities, how often are 

discussion topics potentially helping veterans overcome challenges connected 

to employer concerns? To analyze this, the researcher connected each of the 15 

categories to one of the six employer concerns listed in the Harrell and Berglass 

article. Categories judged relevant to each of the employer concerns were 

tabulated in Figure 17, with distribution shown in Figures 18-1, 18-2 and 18-3. 

Categories were distributed as follows: 

 

Employer Concern Content Analysis Category 
Skill Translation Job Search & Transition Tips 
Negative Stereotypes PTSD & Rehabilitation 
Skill Mismatch Training & Education 
Concern About Future Deployments No Categories Applied 
Acclimation Editorials & Blogs (non-Political) 
Finding Veterans Job Announcements 

Networking Opportunities 
Requests for Information 

Non-Employer Concerns Benefits & Financial Advice 
Veterans Affairs Scandal 
Current Events 
Activism & Causes 
Advertisements 
Political Commentary 
Force Announcements 
Other 
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Figure 17. Content Analysis Category Summary by Employer Concern 

Employer Concern Both Groups 
US Military 
Veterans 
Network 

U.S. Veteran 

Skill Translation 30 15 15 
Negative Stereotypes 6 4 2 

Skill Mismatch 7 2 5 
Concern About Future Deployments 0 0 0 

Acclimation 46 17 29 
Finding Veterans 110 50 60 

Non-Employer Concerns 199 111 88 
TOTALS 398 199 199 

 

 

Figure 18-1. Percentage Distribution: Combined Data 
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Figure 18-2. Percentage Distribution: US Military Veterans Network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18-3. Percentage Distribution: U.S. Veteran 
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On average, only 50 percent of discussion topics from both groups 

appeared to offer relevant subjects to help veterans overcome employer 

concerns. There is a lot of room for improvement in this area. About 28 percent 

of posts from both groups could potentially help employers find veterans. These 

posts included job announcements and networking opportunities. The other five 

employer concerns were weakly represented, with the next highest value of 12 

percent applicable to acclimation. The remaining employer concerns were 

represented by less than 10 percent of topics. 

 

Discussion of Results / Hypotheses 

A brief assessment of this study’s hypotheses could reveal much about 

the veterans’ journey to the civilian workforce. 

 

H1: There is a direct correlation between the last rank or pay grade 

earned and the level of preparedness a veteran will feel when 

transitioning into the civilian workforce.  

 

As the in-depth interviews revealed, veterans felt highly confident in their 

independence and adaptability after leaving the military. Presumably, this was 

due in large part to the amount of leadership and skills training received as a 

result of their time in service. However, while this study seems to confirm this 

hypothesis, a larger sampling of veterans would help define its accuracy by 

looking at pay grades relative to the length of time to find a job. Additionally, 
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looking at specific career fields may have provided further insights. For example, 

veterans who served on the battlefield with the infantry or artillery may 

experience varying efficacy transitioning to civilian work than those who served 

in transportation management, financial services or intelligence. Understanding 

that, each interview respondent recognized hurdles with skills translation, while 

acknowledging they felt the military well equipped them to overcome job search 

challenges through self-initiative and resourcefulness. 

 

H2: While the majority of veterans will have LinkedIn profiles, most will 

not use them to connect with employment opportunities effectively.  

 

The online survey results seem to confirm the hypothesis. Veterans 

understand online networking can be a helpful tool, but they don’t quite know 

how to use LinkedIn to maximize benefits. Specifically, responses revealed 

veterans could use additional understanding of how employers are using 

LinkedIn, how to make company connections and ways to strengthen their 

veterans networks. 

 

H3: Veterans on LinkedIn, therefore, will not effectively use LinkedIn to 

address key employer interest like those in the 2012 Harrell and 

Berglass study.  
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As revealed in the content analysis, only 50 percent of discussion topics 

were relevant to employer concerns. Only 28 percent could help employers 

locate veterans as potential job candidates, while the other five employer 

concerns were weakly represented. 

 

Research Limitations 

This study had some limitations to note. First, the availability of academic 

research about LinkedIn was limited, since it is a relatively young online 

platform. Additionally, apart from the 2012 Harrell and Berglass study, there was 

little to no current information about the interests of employers. The six 

employer concerns brought up in the study were helpful to inform research 

methods for this project. However, there was no conclusive information 

discussing how employers and talent acquisition managers used LinkedIn in 

practice. For example, do hiring professionals look for keywords? How 

important are profile pictures? These and other questions about employer best 

practices on LinkedIn would be helpful for veterans using online networking as a 

job search tool. 

There was also a strong possibility for researcher bias. As an Air Force 

veteran, the researcher has experienced many of the situations described in this 

paper, including difficulty with finding employment after leaving the service. With 

that in mind, the researcher attempted to maintain an objective outlook as best 

as possible.  
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Sampling methods were another limitation. For example, while many of 

the interview responses demonstrated similar experiences between the 

respondents in many areas, the small sample size could have limited the scope 

of responses that informed the development of the online survey. A larger set of 

respondents, with wider representation of veterans from each military branch 

and from a broader range of pay grades, might have offered key insights missed 

in this study. For example, did veterans who were more senior in rank 

experience less difficulty transitioning to the civilian workforce than lower 

ranking veterans? Moreover, which career fields might have provided skills that 

are more easily translated to particular industries? In line with that, what 

percentage of veterans pursued civilian jobs that were consistent with the skills 

gained in the military, presumable resulting in an easier, faster transition? These 

are all questions that should be considered in future research, and are more 

adequately addressed with better sampling.  

The researcher initiated the online survey using a convenience sample of 

veteran colleagues and close connections on Facebook and LinkedIn. 

Subsequently, this led to a snowball sampling where friends, family members, 

and other contacts forwarded the survey to other veteran connections. Due to 

the nature of the researcher’s personal network, many of the respondents in the 

online survey are Air Force veterans. A random sampling would likely provide a 

more accurate perspective that may be more generalized to military veterans as 

a whole.  
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Finally, because it provided an overview of topics discussed rather than 

an in-depth analysis of one or more specific topics, the content analysis had its 

research limitations. The study offered good insight into broad discussion 

topics, which could presumably be labeled as helpful or not to veterans seeking 

employment opportunities. Yet this is at best a subjective measure. Additional 

insights may have been gained by looking at the quality of posts and the 

potential connections to employment opportunities they might have offered. 

 

Additional Research 

Perhaps the two most valuable additions to this study to help veterans 

leverage LinkedIn better and connect more effectively with employment 

opportunities are: (1) gaining an understanding of employer practices in 

searching for candidates on LinkedIn and (2) determining the quality of posts 

within LinkedIn groups, to determine if veterans are finding success in making 

employment connections. 

For the first issue, a survey of employers—specifically those with hiring 

authority such as hiring managers, talent acquisition managers and decision 

makers in the company—would offer several insights about employer practices 

and interests. Information from these focus groups and interviews could be used 

to help veterans improve their online presence by fine tuning their profiles, 

implementing personal branding techniques and becoming more strategically 

involved in certain discussions or groups to increase exposure. 
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The second issue would require a more complex approach to unveil how 

well discussions within veterans groups are helping to connect with employment 

opportunities. For example, given more time the researcher would have 

analyzed a discussion entitled Are civilian employers really receptive in hiring 

veterans? As of June 15th, one month from the original date the topic was 

posted, the discussion had 422 comments from a number of respondents (with 

some one-time commenters and some repeat commenters). At first glance, 

respondents were highly engaged, offering valuable experience and tips to help 

veterans overcome issues like skills translation and overcoming prejudices. Not 

all discussion topics or LinkedIn groups garner this kind of involvement from 

group members. However, this particular topic apparently touched a sensitive 

area that many group members may have found beneficial. Follow up research 

looking at the results of such discussions would be helpful to determine the 

effectiveness of LinkedIn groups in helping veterans connect with employment 

opportunities. 

 

Recommendations 

The results of this study seem to demonstrate that LinkedIn groups have 

not been effective in helping veterans in their transition to the civilian workforce. 

This assumes, of course, that the goal of these groups should be to help 

veterans obtain jobs. Operating on that assumption, half of the discussion topics 

appeared irrelevant to employer concerns. This means much of what is posted 

may be deemed “off topic.” With the severe condition of veteran unemployment, 
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it may be safe to say that helping veterans overcome employer concerns should 

be a top concern among online networking groups. In reality, however, these 

LinkedIn groups have a wider scope than transition and job searching. Current 

groups appear to cover a multitude of topics contributing to information 

saturation. As a result, connecting veterans with employment opportunities is 

not the primary focus. Veterans need LinkedIn groups that are specifically 

targeted to address employer concerns to help create exposure to jobs. These 

groups need an aggressive strategy to empower veterans to be proactive in 

preparing for their transition and in their job search.  

It is important to note that LinkedIn is a smaller tactic of a bigger strategy 

that connects veterans with transition assistance, timely advice and relevant 

services to help them tackle employment challenges. What veterans need is a 

network united specifically to equip them in differentiating themselves in the 

marketplace. To that end, consider “Veterans Work for You” (VWY), a fictitious 

networking organization with a LinkedIn presence that openly accepts veterans, 

employers and veteran advocates as members. Through a robust online 

marketing strategy and real-life testimonials, VWY has gained a reputation as a 

group that helps veterans to create targeted job search strategies, improve 

interviewing skills and effectively manage their online presence.  

VWY is an organization outside of the Department of Defense that 

reaches into the military culture to draw out the very best in each veteran, 

enabling them to succeed in the marketplace. Recognizing that preparation 

starts early, successful veterans who are currently members of VWY proactively 
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contact military installations to pass on transition assistance resources that may 

be used at TAP sessions. Examples of resources include videos and webinar 

invitations that talk about interview and resume writing; links to sites about 

continuing education and skills training that meet education benefit 

requirements; teleconferences and phone conversations with talent acquisition 

managers and advisors who can provide hands-on perspectives and 

opportunities for informal interviews; volunteer job coaches who can help 

veterans define their goals and create a plan to get there; trauma counseling; 

and benefits assistance. This approach takes on the burden of assisting 

veterans with real-world working strategies while enabling the military to 

continue its core mission of defending our nation. 

The VWY concept is built on a crucial insight: that veterans have it in their 

DNA to help one another. Codes like “we will not forget” (attributed to prisoners 

of war and those missing in action) and “leave no one behind” were built upon a 

culture of care that extends beyond the job. Military veterans are family 

members tied together by the bonds of blood and service. Based on that, 

veterans are surely ready to help one another in one of the greatest struggles 

they face after serving: finding employment and building a life after the military. 

VWY’s LinkedIn group, therefore, is a collection of powerful stories of veterans 

who have successfully overcome job search challenges. Members of VWY have 

agreed to pass on the services they themselves have already received. As a 

result, newcomers have increasingly greater exposure to experts with similar 

experiences. Since VWY has become so effective in helping veterans address 
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employer concerns, companies now seek out the group as a resource for 

gaining qualified job candidates. So, the success stories only continue to grow 

and grow. 

This idea could happen with a lot of effort and support from non-profit 

organizations, government agencies and public figures that are already 

committed to resolving the veteran unemployment issue. A movement like VWY 

requires inspiring men and women to lead the way. To kick-start its inception, 

one could partner with existing programs such as the Carlson School’s Military 

Veterans Initiative. Graduates of the program obtaining MBAs have received a 

tremendous amount of job coaching and networking skills. There are many 

programs like it, likely with more veterans willing to help.   
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Appendix A: Interview Script 
 
Hi, _______. Thanks for joining me today for this interview. To give you some 

background, I am asking Veterans questions about their employment experience 

after leaving the Armed Forces. All of your responses will be kept confidential. 

Unless I have your specific permission, I will not use your name in any of my 

reports. For the record, may I ask for your permission to record this interview? 

Please answer yes or no if you give permission to record this conversation. 

 

Basic Background 

To start off, I’d like to ask some basic questions about your time in the service. 

In what branch of the Armed Forces did you serve? 

How long was your service commitment? 

How much of that time was spent on active duty or in the guard/reserves? 

How long ago did you leave the service? 

What was your pay grade when you left the service? 

Were you deployed at any time, and (if so) to what locations? 

What was your career field? 

 

Skills Gained 

What kinds of technical skills did you gain during your time in the service? 

Did you have opportunities to develop your leadership skills, and (if so) what 

kinds of opportunities did you have? 
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What types of training (field training, classroom training, on-the-job training, etc.) 

were you involved in? 

 

Transition to the Civilian Workforce 

On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly ineffective and 10 being highly effective, 

how well did the military prepare you for work in the civilian world? 

What could the military have done to better prepare you for work in the civilian 

world? 

On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly unprepared and 10 being highly prepared, 

how ready did you feel to seek out civilian employment directly after leaving the 

military? 

What could you have done to better prepare yourself to search for a civilian job? 

How do you feel the skills you gained in the military prepared you for a job in the 

civilian world? 

 

Job Search Experience 

How long did it take before you found a job after leaving the military? 

Was there anything that either prevented you or helped you in finding a job? 

How do you feel your skills were marketable (valuable) to employers in the job(s) 

you were seeking? 

What challenges did you run into when looking for work? 
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Current Work Situation 

Compared to your time in the military, are you making more or less income in 

your current position? 

Compared to your time in the military, do you have more or less responsibilities 

in your current position? 

Did you have a good idea of the direction you wanted to take your career when 

you left the service? 

Is your current position consistent with a planned career path? 

On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly dissatisfied and 10 being highly satisfied, 

how satisfied are you in your current position? 

 

Professional Networking 

Do you have a personal profile on LinkedIn?   Yes  /  No 

Do you have a personal profile on other online professional networks?  Yes  /  No 

If so, which networks? 

On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly inactive and 10 being highly active, how 

active do you think employers are searching for job candidates through online 

professional networks? 

In what ways do you use your online professional network? 

How has your online professional network helped you in your civilian life? 

That concludes my portion of this interview. Do you have any comments of 

questions for me at this point? Thank you for your participation!  
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Appendix B: Interview Transcripts 
 
 
Participant #1, for the sake of confidentiality named “N.” 
 
 

Interviewer: Thanks for joining me today. To give you some background, I'm 

asking veterans questions about their employment experience after leaving the 

Armed Forces. Just so you know, all of your responses will be kept confidential. 

Unless I have your specific permission, I won't use your name on any of my 

reports. For the record, may I ask for your permission to record this interview, 

please answer yes or no? 

 

N: Yes. 

 

Interviewer: Awesome. Thanks. So I'll get to the questions here. I want to start 

off with some basic background. In what branch of the Armed Forces did you 

serve? 

 

N: I was in the Army. 

 

Interviewer: How long was your service commitment? 

 

N: I was in for a full 8 years. 
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Interviewer: How much of that time was spent on active duty or in the Guard or 

Reserves? 

 

N: It was a mix... altogether it was roughly 3 years active. 5 years Guard after 

that. 

 

Interviewer: How long ago did you leave the service? 

 

N: June 2013. Coming up on a year. 

 

Interviewer: Wow, that's recent. I thought it was a little longer than that. What 

was your pay grade when you left? 

 

N: E-5. 

 

Interviewer: Sergeant? Nice. Were you deployed, and if so to what locations? 

 

N: Yes, I was deployed in Macedonia area, Kosovo, Iraq, and Kuwait. A couple 

of stateside missions too. 

 

Interviewer: What areas for that, just curious? 

 

N: State? I was doing the flood stuff in Fargo near Jamestown College. 
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Interviewer: Yea. I actually lived in Grand Forks, so we knew all about that. We 

did a lot of sandbagging. 

 

N: Yep. 

 

Interviewer: What was your career field? 

 

N: I was 11 Bravo. Infantry. Ground troop. Pretty much jack-of-all-trades. Give 

us a job description, and we study it and figure it out by the next day. 

 

Interviewer: The next section I wanted to talk about was your experience 

transitioning to the civilian workforce. On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly 

ineffective and 10 being highly effective, how well did the military prepare you 

for work in the civilian world? 

 

N: First deployment, afterwards it was more of 4 or 5. Second deployment, there 

was a lot more "let's help soldiers out" type of attitude, so it was I'd say roughly 

7. Between 7 and 8 after the second one. 

 

Interviewer: What was your first one? Macedonia and Kosovo? 

 

N: Yea. Second was Iraq and Kuwait. 
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Interviewer: Gotcha... what could the military have done to better prepare you 

for work after the service? 

 

N: Better prepare... I trying to think back to some of our de-mob stuff... The first 

time around, there just wasn't a lot of focus on helping the soldiers as much to 

find employment. I mean, there was, but it wasn't a main focus. The main focus 

was transitioning back to a readiness status, you know, making sure we were 

capable of being deployed again. We had a few employers that came to talk to 

us and some other representatives. But after the second deployment, there was 

like literally an entire day, two days, going from station to station, talking to 

employers, unemployment people, temp agencies, difference seminars, how to 

build your resume, how to transition that into how to put that on paper in a way 

that's attractive to civilian life. 

 

Interviewer: So, a better transition assistance, kind of TAP thing, going on after 

the second deployment? 

 

N: Yep. 

 

Interviewer: Is there anything you felt they could have done better with that? 
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N: With that, being that there were a lot of soldiers, probably more people to 

help out with that stuff, with like the classes. You'd have so many people in one 

class, then you'd have to wait for so long to get the next class. It was more of, I 

don't want to sit and wait again, after I've been sitting and waiting for how long. 

 

Interviewer: So a lot of "hurry up and wait" kind of things? 

 

N: Yes. 

 

Interviewer: Would you say that's more inaccessibility to the resources they 

were giving you? Is that kind of what you're saying? 

 

N: For the most part. They still offered, like, handed out pamphlets and contact 

information, but for those guys that got that, it might not have been effective. 

 

Interviewer: Gotcha. So on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly unprepared and 10 

being highly prepared, how ready did you feel to seek out civilian employment 

after leaving the military? 

 

N: Very prepared afterwards... 8. 

 

Interviewer: What do you think you could have done better to prepare yourself to 

search for a civilian job? 
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N: I don't know. I networked pretty well when I got back. I had a lot of friends in 

different facilities and different jobs. So I had quite a few options to go to. 

 

Interviewer: What kind of ways were you networking with them? 

 

N: A lot of people I knew were in management positions. So I would give them 

my resume to hand out to their hiring people. 

 

Interviewer: Do you feel like the skills you gained in the military prepared you for 

a job in the civilian world? 

 

N: Yes and no. It depends on what field you get into. Once you get more into the 

higher leadership roles in the military, it definitely transfers to the civilian world a 

lot easier than your standard private that just went to basic training and infantry 

school. 

 

Interviewer: So you mean, once you were junior NCO and NCO level? 

 

N: Yep. 

 

Interviewer: I know in the Air Force, we started giving leadership roles to E-4s. Is 

that... 
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N: Yea, we start prepping them, basically you learn a job higher than what you 

are, is how we were going at it. So our E-4s were learning the job of the E-5. We 

gave them missions to run under guidance, obviously. 

 

Interviewer: In what ways do you think you weren't as prepared for a civilian job 

afterwards? Things that didn't transition well? 

 

N: I guess some of the communication pieces maybe. 

 

Interviewer: What do you mean by that? 

 

N: Wording stuff properly is a little bit different from civilian to military as you 

know.  

 

Interviewer: Do you mean like on a job application? 

 

N: Job application, trying to translate... first, for instance, trying to find the stuff 

that we did over there was harder to translate to a civilian resume. You couldn't 

really put "trigger puller" because it doesn't really... they know what you did, but 

you can't really translate it too well. With a couple deployments, "well I can take 

this as leadership, I can take this as..." there's a whole lot of skills you could pull 

out that if you could just think of different ways of wording it. 
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Interviewer: Sure. That's actually part of what I'm going to be looking at. That 

seems to be a common theme of people I've talked to. How long did it take 

before you found a job after leaving the military? 

 

N: I took like a month off, but once I got back I was immediately working with 

my buddy doing his own lawn care business and mechanic shop. So I was 

doing that for a while and then got back in the field of security. Once I started 

looking for security jobs, I was in it within a month and a half. 

 

Interviewer: So at what point did you start looking at security work? 

 

N: Probably three months after I got home? 

 

Interviewer: Was there anything that prevented or helped you in finding a job? 

 

N: Stuff that helped was more of the resume classes that they offered. How to 

translate what you've done to the civilian side... the only thing that I ran into 

when I was still in and still drilling was the drilling itself. Some employers are 

made to accommodate that, but... 

 

Interviewer: Are you talking about with the Guard... when you do your... 
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N: Yea, when you do your one weekend a month and two weeks a year. That 

can become a hassle to some employers. 

 

Interviewer: Why do you think that is? 

 

N: They don't like finding other people to cover, depending on what type of job 

you're in. If you're one person in this area, and they have to find somebody 

else... it's just the managers or owners don't like dealing with it. So they just 

have to find ways to get you out. 

 

Interviewer: Sure. How do you feel your skills were either marketable or valuable 

to employers with the jobs you were seeking? 

 

N: Pretty valuable... my current position is staffing. From my Army stuff, I took 

my experience interviewing people for positions in the Army: drivers, gunners, 

team leaders, you know, stuff like that. 

 

Interviewer: So you interviewed folks when you were on active duty? 

 

N: Mm hm. For different roles. Everyone trained on everything, but I wanted to 

make sure I had a solid team of people who knew they were going to succeed. 
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Interviewer: I'm glad... I was on a few convoys in Iraq, and I'm glad that the LT 

had a good team there. So it seems like it was a pretty good transition for your 

going from infantry to security... military to what you're doing now. Did you run 

into any other challenges looking for work? 

 

N: Not too many. Not from a military standpoint. It was pretty simple. 

 

Interviewer: OK. I'm going to move on to some of your current work stuff. Just 

brief. Compared to your time in the military, are you making more or less right 

now... as far as income goes. 

 

N: Less. Less now than when I was in the military. 

 

Interviewer: Now compared to your time in the military, do you have more or 

less responsibility in your current position? 

 

N: Um, in this current position, more in the sense of paperwork and making sure 

that compliance needs are met. And less in the sense of military side. I had more 

responsibility because I had lives under me. 

 

Interviewer: Yea that's a big one. 
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N: In that sense, it's always going to take precedence. Some people had roles 

that didn't have that responsibility. 

 

Interviewer: That experience, I mean, caring for people's lives, that's a big deal. 

You've got to watch your people's back. Did that translate in any way that was 

helpful when you were looking for a job?... Were you able to find a way to 

communicate that somehow where an employer could look at that and say, 

"that's a big deal"? 

 

N: Yes. I, uh, one of my other roles was all about team play. You're not an 

individual. You're always looking out for each other. Working together to find the 

best solution for any issue that comes up. 

 

Interviewer: Did you have a good idea of the direction you wanted to take your 

career when you left? Like, did you know you wanted to go into security, or did 

you have other plans? 

 

N: I wanted to stay in some kind of security aspect. I wasn't sure what. I 

eventually wanted a leadership role, but I wanted to stay in the security field. 

 

Interviewer: Is your current position pretty consistent with that? 

 

N: Pretty consistent. I'm still looking to move up. 
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Interviewer: Do you think you'll have some good opportunities to do that here? 

 

N: I feel so, anyways. We'll see what happens. 

 

Interviewer: OK. I was kind of torn on how to ask this question, or if I should, so 

I'm just going to ask if that's OK. And if you don't want to answer it, then just tell 

me no. On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly dissatisfied and 10 being highly 

satisfied, how satisfied are you in your current position? 

 

N: 7. There's always room for improvement. 

 

Interviewer: So with where you're at right now, do you feel like this is a good fit? 

 

N: Yea... this is a good fit for me. 

 

Interviewer: And I just have a few more questions left. I want to move on to 

networking... I want to talk about professional networking. Specifically, I want to 

look at online networking... you talked about networking earlier, so I'm sure 

there were a lot of... 

 

N: Phone calls, emails, LinkedIn, different stuff like that. Emails and resumes. 

Getting them out there to different employers. 
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Interviewer: So you do have a LinkedIn profile? 

 

N: Yes. 

 

Interviewer: Do you have a profile with any other online networks? 

 

N: I believe just LinkedIn. 

 

Interviewer: And on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly inactive and 10 being 

highly active, how active do you think employers are searching for candidates 

on online networks? 

 

N: 8. It's a very useful tool. 

 

Interviewer: Do you actually use that here when you're looking for candidates? 

 

N: I look through it. Yea. 

 

Interviewer: What other ways do you use your online professional network? 

LinkedIn? 

 

N: Just to get out there what I do, what I've done, interests, where I want to go? 
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Interviewer: So, how do you do that then? On your profile? Or do you actually 

create content? 

 

N: On my profile I've got what I do as staffing and investigations. I do firefighter 

and EMT. So I put that out there as what I do, and what I like to do. I have yet to 

put my resume on there. But I created a profile of what I like to do, and what I 

want to see myself doing. 

 

Interviewer: How has your network helped you? LinkedIn specifically? 

 

N: It's given me a lot more connections in the security field... behavior 

detections, different people I've connected with have a lot of different 

experience and connections in the security fields, the military fields, national 

security fields, stuff like that. 

 

Interviewer: Are you part of veterans network too? 

 

N: On Facebook. 

 

Interviewer: OK. So one of the things I want to ask, kind of an open-ended 

question: do you have any advice for veterans leaving the military service on 
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how they can market themselves, better prepare themselves for employment, 

maybe things that we might have missed that you think are important? 

 

N: Just getting with somebody who's done it. Somebody who knows the game 

and knows how to put himself or herself out there. There's learning how to 

network if they're not familiar with it. Whether it just be starting with a buddy, or 

creating a resume that's going to be seen. A lot of younger guys don't do that. 

 

Interviewer: Sure. So this is not a scripted question, but when you look at 

LinkedIn, I'm sure you probably look at a lot of younger veterans that are 

probably applying for positions here, what do you consider to be stronger or 

weaker profiles? 

 

N: How they present themselves, how they write their profile, how they can 

translate their military experience trying to present it to a civilian employer. It 

shows that they've cared and worked to try and make civilian employers know 

what they've done, and that they stand to civilian employers. 

 

Interviewer: Cool. Well... this finished my interview. I appreciate your 

participation. If you don't have any other comments or questions, I'll call it a 

day. Thanks, man. 

 

N: Absolutely. 
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Participant #2, for the sake of confidentiality named “E.” 
 
 

Interviewer: Thank for joining me for this interview. To give you some 

background, I'm asking Veterans questions about their employment experience 

after leaving the Armed Forces. I know you're in transition right now, so some of 

these questions will probably not apply. I think there are some good insights I 

could gain from you. All of your responses will be kept confidential. Unless I 

have your specific permission, I will not use your name on any reports. 

 

E: OK. 

 

Interviewer: For the record, may I ask your permission to record this interview by 

answering yes or no. 

 

E: Yes, you may record the interview. 
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Interviewer: To start off... what branch of the Armed Forces are you in? 

 

E: The Navy. 

 

Interviewer: How long has your service commitment been? 

 

E: My commitment was 5 years. I've served an additional 2 years on top of my 

initial commitment. So a total of 7 years in the service. 

 

Interviewer: How much of that time was spent on active duty or in the Guard or 

Reserves? 

 

E: All of 7 years was active duty. 

 

Interviewer: You mentioned earlier that your last day officially is June 30th? 

 

E: My PRD is July 31st. 

 

Interviewer: Your pay grade when you will be leaving the service? 

 

E: Lieutenant or O-3. 

 

Interviewer: Were you deployed at any time, and if so, to what locations? 
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E: I was deployed twice. Once to the western Pacific. Once to the southern 

Pacific. 

 

Interviewer: Sounds nice. What areas? 

 

E: We made port calls in Japan, on the western Pacific. And port calls in 

Panama City on our southern Pacific deployment. 

 

Interviewer: What is your career field? 

 

E: I'm a naval submarine officer. 

 

Interviewer: Currently serving as an ROTC instructor, right? 

 

E: Correct. 

 

Interviewer: What's your official title right now? 

 

E: It's Assistant Professor of Naval Science. 

 

Interviewer: Thank you. So, I want to talk about some of the skills that you've 

gained, and then we'll move into what transitioning into the civilian workforce is 
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like. And then after that, I want to talk about networking. The goal of this 

interview is to get your thoughts and experiences on networking, specifically 

online professional networks and how that may have been beneficial to you. So, 

as far as your skills, what kind of technical skills did you gain while you were in 

the service? 

 

E: So, as a naval submarine officer, we are all trained in reactor theory, reactor 

dynamics, and other associated technical fields that are required or 

prerequisites for operationally overseeing a naval reactor. 

 

Interviewer: When you say reactor, you mean nuclear reactor? 

 

E: Nuclear reactor, correct. 

 

Interviewer: So, a lot of physics, science... 

 

E: Physics, engineering, chemistry, reactor physics, electrical/mechanical 

engineering... 

 

Interviewer: Are there any one of those areas that you specialized in? Maybe a 

major in school? 
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E: My major when I was in school was naval architecture. So that more 

correlates to mechanical engineering to a degree, but the training that the navy 

provided was a broad-spectrum training, because we had to oversee a broad 

spectrum of divisions while we were on board. 

 

Interviewer: It's a broad spectrum of different disciplines to basically help you 

become, I guess, for well-rounded leadership? 

 

E: Not only for well-rounded leadership, but as the leader you'd be expected to 

have an understanding of everyone's division. And so to be able to have that 

prerequisite knowledge, they needed you trained in every division. 

 

Interviewer: OK. So that was your... your technical school, follow-on to basic 

training... 

 

E: Correct. So after I graduated from college, I went through six months of 

"power school," which was the classroom side of nuclear power. And then after 

that was another six months of training for the operational side of running a 

reactor, but within that you also learned more theoretical stuff as well. 

 

Interviewer: Did you have any other training, TDYs, PDE, that kind of thing? 
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E: There was a short, it was called SOBC, or submarine officer basic course, 

and it's a very short course to introduce you to general navigation, periscope 

operation, and target motion analysis via sonar displays for the submarine 

officer. But it's a very short course, and not going to get you proficient. 

 

Interviewer: Yea, we had a similar thing in the Air Force. It was Air Force Officer 

Basic Course. Kind of the same thing. Did you have opportunities to develop 

leadership skills, and highlighting some of those opportunities, what would you 

highlight? 

 

E: I think that... I can only speak to the submarine corps... once you finished the 

training command, you're placed in a position of responsibility immediately upon 

getting to your boat. They assign you to a division. And you're in charge of a 

division to get maintenance done, make sure all the paperwork's getting done, 

reporting to your department head. So... 

 

Interviewer: How many folks were in your division? 

 

E: On submarines our divisions are small, so you'll have maybe 5 to 10 people in 

a division. Especially as the new guy. Once you get more senior, you might get 

placed in charge of more complex and larger divisions, such as the mechanical 

engineering, machinists, or the damage control assistant who's in charge of 15 

to 20 guys. 
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Interviewer: Have you done that? 

 

E: No, I was always... I did a route of more specialized divisions, which requires 

a bit more attention. So, while I was primarily more in charge of smaller groups, 

they were just higher intensity level. So I started off as the electrical engineering 

assistant and then from there I went to the chemical radiological control 

assistant. I was in charge of the ELTs, if you will, and our overall responsibility 

was maintaining plant chemistry and proper surveying and containing of 

radiation and contamination. 

 

Interviewer: ELT, I'm guessing "Engineering Lab Techs"? 

 

E: Engineering Laboratory Technician, correct. And then, after that, I got 

assigned to the quality assurance officer, which meant I didn't have a division, 

but I was in charge of any division, I was in charge of oversight of the work from 

any division doing work that need QAO oversight. I would coordinate with other 

division officers and department heads on what maintenance could and could 

not be done and compliance. 

 

Interviewer: Yea, I've done similar roles with QA, from the financial management 

perspective, so I have some concept of what you're talking about. 
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E: You don't actually, especially on a boat or command like mine, you don't get 

in charge of any specific people. But you're in charge of people who come to 

you for work. 

 

Interviewer: Right. And specifically overseeing process. 

 

E: Right. 

 

Interviewer: It's neat to hear what experiences people have had... it's kind of 

cool to hear where people are coming from. I want to talk about, maybe the 

readiness you feel going into the civilian life. Just for the record, I know you and 

I will be together at the Carlson School of Management for the MBA program. 

So that's awesome. But on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly ineffective and 10 

being highly effective, how well do you think the military prepared you for work 

in the civilian world? 

 

E: I believe that my work as an officer has prepared me very well, so I would say 

a 9 or a 10. 

 

Interviewer: Why would you say that? 
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E: Just because of the leadership opportunities are highly sought out, I feel, in 

the civilian workforce. And the work ethic that they know naval officers, 

specifically submarine officers bring to the workforce. 

 

Interviewer: So are you optimistic that employers will be actively seeking the 

skills that you have? 

 

E: Yes. A lot of that comes from the fact that there are headhunting groups... 

I've already talked to them, and "hey, if you want to get a job right now, we can 

get you a job starting salary in this area if you want." And roger that. But I want 

to go to school first and then once I'm done, I'll start talking to them again. Keep 

my leads open. 

 

Interviewer: Is there anything the military could have done better to prepare you, 

specifically for civilian work? 

 

E: Right. I think that they have a good system set in place for the transition 

class... the TPGS class, or the required class to transition from active duty force 

to the civilian workforce. They revamped the whole class itself to better aid in 

making that transition and making sure you have the right skill set walking to an 

employer. 

 

Interviewer: How long is that course? 
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E: It's a week long. 

 

Interviewer: What kinds of things do they talk about? 

 

E: They talk about building a resume, how to be a professional. All that being 

said, I think it's a great utility. I think it could be, if they had one specifically for 

officers, and one specifically for enlisted, that would be even better because the 

type of jobs that a typical Chief or officer vice your typical enlisted guy is going 

into are going to be different types of jobs and different types of dynamics in 

that negotiation process. So a lot of the stuff they spoke about in the class I 

already had a general idea about. 

 

Interviewer: It sounds more like, kind of basic coaching, and a lot more broadly 

applicable things. 

 

E: Correct. 

 

Interviewer: But are you saying, just to clarify, maybe more specific attention to 

your experience, demographic, how to match jobs specifically? 

 

E: Correct. One of the big things is writing a resume and speaking about what 

you've done in a civilian fashion. So you can't go into the civilian world speaking 
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military talk. In the same way, civilians don't really do well when trying to find 

contracting work with military guys and speak civilian. You have to speak the 

language of the group you're going into. 

 

Interviewer: So you feel like they did that well? As far as helping you to prepare 

for that? 

 

E: They made an effort to emphasize you need to change that, but a lot of that 

was more focused towards... I think there could be a lot more information given 

for officers, specifically on how to talk about leadership skills and jobs that you 

do, and how that actually directly correlates to a civilian job. 

 

Interviewer: So, why would a hiring manager from 3M care that you worked on a 

submarine leading...? 

 

E: Right, that I was a division officer? What does a division officer mean to a 

civilian equivalency? Or what does an assistant department head mean to a 

civilian equivalency? That really wasn't discussed much, because I wasn't 

necessarily the target audience in the TGPS class. 

 

Interviewer: I had a similar experience of trying to define... I was a flight 

commander. Well, what the heck is that? You're not a pilot. So, yea, exactly... 
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E: To just group it to the manager seems like a, to just call yourself a manager 

would seem to be a travesty to what you've actually done. Because I feel that as 

a military leader, you do a lot more than just manage, but how you actually 

change those words of what you did as an officer to what you can do as a 

civilian... also, the other thing I would say that would be really helpful that I 

didn't really get was, in civilian job offerings, they always give "you need to have 

x number of years of this kind of experience..." And I'm looking at my 

credentials, and I have 7 years of leadership type of experiences, but I don't 

know if that would equate to answering that question of do I meet the 

requisites... how does military fit job posting requirements? 

 

Interviewer: OK. On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly unprepared and 10 being 

highly prepared, how ready do you feel to seek out civilian employment after you 

leave, considering the fact that you're going to be going to school full-time for 2 

years? 

 

E: I would still say 9 or 10 just because I feel like I have the knowledge and skill 

set. I just need a little bit of an adjustment to figure out how to apply that 

correctly. 

 

Interviewer: Sure. My next question kind of ties into that, and I'll ask it just in 

case you have anything to add... what could you have done better to prepare 

yourself? 
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E: I think as a military member you... networking is not a requisite of your job the 

first 7 to 10 years. As long as you put your nose down, do your job, and get it 

done well, you don't have to worry about your job or increasing rank. Once you 

get to the rank of O-4, and looking to get O-5, then I feel you're starting to get 

into that position where... you need to be very conscious of your networking and 

who you know and how people perceive you. Where as a junior officer, that's 

not really necessary. So just starting networking earlier and knowing that would 

be helpful later on... trying to maintain or keep those networks would be good. 

 

Interviewer: That ties in really well to what we'll talk about in a minute. So, right 

now... I ask this question because it garners different responses than what has 

already been given, but I don't know if it will here. But I'll ask anyway. How do 

you feel the skills you gained in the military prepared you for a job? And I think 

you've already talked about it as far as leadership... you also mentioned there 

are skills you know employers are looking for, and you've gotten help from head 

hunting agencies... 

 

E: I'm working with the Carlson GBCC to get an internship this summer. They 

will be holding off on putting my name out there until we an get my resume 

straight and they feel I'm ready. But, as a junior officer I was getting spam mail 

from headhunters looking at me to fill positions. So they told me, we can get you 

a job. 
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[Because respondent will be a student for the next two years after leaving the 

military, questions about looking for work did not apply... these were skipped.] 

 

Interviewer: I'm going to move into networking... specifically, I want to talk about 

LinkedIn. The goal of my research is to see how veterans can leverage LinkedIn 

or potentially other social networking sites. Do you have a profile on LinkedIn? 

 

E: I do. 

 

Interviewer: Do you have a personal profile with any other networks you would 

consider a professional network? 

 

E: No. 

 

Interviewer: What about Facebook for professional reasons? 

 

E: To a degree based on the fact that Carlson has their group, and that I feel is 

by definition networking. Facebook is more conversational networking as 

opposed to... Facebook is a social media site. It's there for fun. Just hang out 

with friends. But in the same way, you're probably going to have you same 

contacts with both... it would be easier just to talk over Facebook, just because I 

use it more. I check it more. 
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Interviewer: That makes sense... another 1 to 10 question. On a scale of 1 to 10, 

1 being highly inactive and 10 being highly active, how active do you think 

employers are searching for job candidates through online networks? 

 

E: I would say maybe 5... 6. A little more active than not, but what kind of quality 

are those jobs, and what they're actually doing, I'm not really quite sure of. I 

haven't really looked into it that much. But generally I feel that there's enough 

workforce out there, and there's enough consolidated sites for job postings, that 

employers don't necessarily need to search for potential employees. They don't 

need to run through LinkedIn and do random searches of people. People do 

random searches of jobs and will fill them sufficiently. 

 

Interviewer: So, you would say, it's not so much their activity on LinkedIn to 

seek out candidates. More so, it's their activity to post jobs and market 

positions that are available? 

 

E: Right. I would put it more towards that than anything else. If you get into a 

very specific thing like, you need to have a doctorate degree in this, and a 

master’s degree in this, then they might start searching... I would say for the 

majority of positions... I wouldn't think they would search for people. 

 

Interviewer: In what ways do you use professional networking? 
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E: Real quick on the last question... that perception of employers would ebb and 

flow with the general job market. Right now I have a sense that there's not a lot 

of jobs in comparison to the amount of people searching for jobs. In reverse, if 

there were tons of jobs and not a lot of people, prospective employees get to be 

picky. Vice now, it seems to be the prospective employers get to be picky, so 

they don't need to be fishing. 

 

Interviewer: I think that's a good point... I had a thought on that, but it left me, so 

I'm going to move on. So, in what ways do you use, you mentioned LinkedIn, 

professional networks, LinkedIn? 

 

E: I haven't used it a whole lot other than just to build a group of contacts that I 

know professionally, that I've met. I've created my profile but haven't really done 

much outside of that... 

 

Interviewer: Kind of a follow on question to that, a lot of folks will use it as kind 

of an online resume. Do you consider your profile online as a resume, and do 

you treat it the same way? 

 

E: I consider anything I post online as a, one form or another, of self-brand 

management. So, even on Facebook, I think that's part of being a conscientious 

person about how you present yourself. In the same way that I wouldn't walk 
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around outside in my boxers, I'm not going to post stupid pictures of myself on 

Facebook. In the same way, LinkedIn is a professional site, I'm going to make 

sure the picture I post is a professional picture. And the comments I make here 

or there, are things I know are going out into the world. 

 

Interviewer: With that, then, would you say that your online profile on LinkedIn 

mirrors what your resume looks like? 

 

E: So, I've taken time to post my actual resume template on LinkedIn, and 

updated the profile on LinkedIn, to a large degree of accuracy of what I believe 

to be my actual resume. 

 

Interviewer: This next question talks specifically experience in the civilian life. It's 

going to necessarily apply directly, but I'm going to ask it anyway, and maybe 

you'll have some thoughts on it. How has your online professional network 

helped with civilian life, or do you feel maybe will help? 

 

E: I would say one of the nice things is that my CO and my department heads 

are all guys that I know I can go to for recommendations. So even when I was 

applying to the Carlson School, or submitting other applications, I could easily 

go to LinkedIn... to get their most up to date contact information, and then I 

would talk to them briefly asking to use them for a recommendation. That's 

where I've found it useful so far, and I could see it being equally useful later on. I 
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know a guy that knows a guy through LinkedIn, you know... put him in contact 

through that. 

 

Interviewer: Well, that was my last question for this interview. I just wanted to 

see if you had some other thoughts that you wanted to add in relation to your 

transition to civilian life and your prospects for employment afterward. Actually, I 

do have a follow-up question, now that I think about it... I know a little about 

where you're coming from as far as personal beliefs standpoint. So, I'm curious, 

is income necessarily an important factor for you looking into your next job? I'll 

ask it this way, because it's a question that I ask earlier, but we skipped over. 

The question I was going to ask earlier was, compared to your time in the 

military, are you making more or less in your current position? So, I'd ask it this 

way for you: when you eventually establish your career after school, are you 

hoping to make more or less than what you make now? 

 

E: I'm expecting to actually make less money. Just based on running the 

numbers of what my perceived bonuses could have been, what my base pay 

and other government pays, incentives, to include the fact that a couple of those 

are tax free, and doing that adjustment to calculate what my equivalent take-

home pay is now to my actual pay would have to be in a "real life" job. I don't 

expect to necessarily be making the same amount of money. That being said, 

the stats on Carlson grads come close to what it would actually need to be. So, 

I might make the same amount of money, but coming back to the question 
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about faith and how that plays in with money, money is important. I'm not going 

to work for free. But at the same time, working for millions of dollars isn't what 

I'm trying to achieve either. So, it has to be somewhere in between. I'm looking 

to make a good living, which is a subjective thing, but money is not my overall 

deciding factor. I learned that lesson very well over the last 7 years of military 

service; it's not that I chose my profession based on monetary income, but I 

knew that submariners got paid more than your average bear because of our 

different bonuses. But if you make enough money, and don't have any way to 

spend it, and can't have enough time to enjoy the people you want to spend it 

with, then there's no point in making the money. 

 

Interviewer: That's a really good point. 

 

E: So that's factoring into my job search... my idea of what I want to do. I have 

absolutely no intention of being some high-powered consultant because... then 

you're going to be working 80 to 100 hours a week, making oodles of money 

and only being able to spend that money going to bed at night and going back 

to work. That's not my... some people can view money or their high-power job 

as their identity, and that's not where I find my identity. So it's not nearly as 

important to me. 
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Interviewer: OK. I've got one more question to wrap this up. Do you feel like your 

online professional network is something that will be beneficial to you... 1 not 

beneficial, 10 highly beneficial... in the future? 

 

E: Is online networking beneficial?... yes. 9 or 10. Just based on... it makes 

everything easy for everyone. Instead of swapping business cards, or just look 

up a name, find them... you have a career history to look at... it's a very helpful 

index of professional people that you've encountered. 

 

Interviewer: Well thank you, that's all I've got. I'm going to go ahead an hit 

"stop" here. 

 
 
Participant #3, for the sake of confidentiality named “C.” 
 
 

Interviewer: First I wanted to go through some basic background, talking about 

your transition, your preparation, and ending with the networking piece. In what 

branch of the Armed Forces did you serve? 

 

C: The US Navy. 

 

Interviewer: How long was your time? 

 

C: Just shy of 30 years. 29 and change.  
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Interviewer: How much of that time was spent on active duty or the Guard or 

Reserves? 

 

C: All of it. All active. 

 

Interviewer: How long ago did you leave the service? 

 

C: January 2011, so what is that, three years? 

 

Interviewer: Your pay grade was... 

C: O-5, Commander. 

 

Interviewer: We talked about deployments earlier, but what deployments did 

you... 

 

C: You want the litany? 

 

Interviewer: Maybe some of the highlights. 

 

C: Middle East. Obviously I spent a great deal of time in the Levant in particular 

in the 2000s. That would be Israel, Jordan, the Sinai, and Egypt. 
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Interviewer: Was that the one where you worked with the embassy? 

 

C: Mmhmm, I was the attaché. But I mean, as far as deployments go, I've been 

all over. Philippines, Japan, Malaysia. I've been to the airport that had that flight 

in Quantan. 

 

Interviewer: What was your career field? 

 

C: I was an aviator. 

Interviewer: Good stuff. Now as far as, this is kind of a big question I think, what 

kind of technical skills did you gain with your time? 

 

C: Technical skills. Boy, navigation, aviation, communication, and as an officer 

you're never truly "technical" except for how to operate an airplane. Avionics. I 

never fixed the avionics. I just operated. I had a list of personnel that were there 

to fix it. 

 

Interviewer: In the day to day, you're talking about reading panels and gauges. 

 

C: From a training perspective, we received leadership training throughout my 

career. 
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Interviewer: That's actually my next question. What are some of the types of 

leadership development experiences that you had? 

 

C: There was formal training. Leadership Management Education and Training, 

LMET is what it was called. And these were requirements the Navy levied upon 

all officers for the most part as you progressed through the ranks. 

 

Interviewer: Was it like, you had initial training when you came in, then tech 

school? 

C: Flight school. I had flight school. 

 

Interviewer: Was that about a year? 

 

C: It was 2.  

 

Interviewer: And then, I know it's changed, but I had classes as a 2nd Lt and 

then classes as an O-3, then you would have classes as a Field Grade Officer. 

I'm sure it was a lot like that. 

 

C: Almost exactly. I go back to a thing called Replacement Air Groups, every 

time you go back to a squadron, and I had to go back. On the aircraft carrier you 

also learn to operate the landing gear and catapult. And of course, the various 

jobs I had over the years had various levels of specificity.  
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Interviewer: What about leadership experience as far as supervising? What was 

that like for you? What size were your teams over the years? 

 

C: Well, as a junior officer, the first, I mean, thing you do is you're made a 

branch officer. My first branch was 30 people. Then you become a division 

officer, which was anywhere between 60 to 120. And then as you progress 

through the junior officer ranks, when I went to the aircraft carrier, those 

branches and divisions were much larger. My branch on the aircraft carrier was 

70. And my division was, I had a couple of them, they ranged from 200 to 700. I 

had V2 and VX. 

 

Interviewer: What is that? 

 

C: They were aviation divisions aboard the carrier. V2 and VX. 

 

Interviewer: We already talked about formal training. 

 

C: I had squadron and det command as well. 300 people and airplanes. 

 

Interviewer: On the job training was constant? I'm assuming a lot from an 

officer's perspective having experienced some of the same things. Constant 

OJT, constant briefings, stuff like that. 
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C: The biggest training was NATOPS, Naval Aviation Training and Operating 

Procedures and Standardization. We would spend great deals of time learning 

the airplane even in the command position. NATOPS was the thing that saved 

your life when the plane broke. Every wire, every piece of the airplane. I've 

studied languages. I've studied cultures. Certified in Hebrew. 

 

Interviewer: What about safety training? 

 

C: During aviation, you were required to go through life saving, life resuscitation, 

how to do life saving techniques. We did it every year. We brought in a team and 

redid our CPR cards. So I had that current just until a few years ago. 

 

Interviewer: Yea we did that a lot too. MOPPS training, gas mask training, 

contingency training. 

 

C: Oh yea. 

 

Interviewer: So, I wanted to flesh that out a little bit because one of my 

intentions is to show that someone like you coming out as an O-5, you have a 

lot of experience, a lot of leadership opportunities, training, broad skills across 

the board. Transition to the civilian workforce. On a scale 1 to 10, 1 being highly 
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ineffective and 10 being highly effective, how well do you feel the military 

prepared you for work in the civilian world? 

 

C: Was this just for the transition period, or what I did for all the years in the 

military? 

 

Interviewer: Let's go with all of that. All of that applies. 

C: There was nothing I did in the military that prepped me. So, it would be very 

low grade. With respect to making sure I was prepared to do something, in the 

outside world, everything I did was training for what I would do in the military. 

Now, is some of that stuff usable once I get out here? Absolutely. But the intent 

and the design were never to train me to get out. The intent and design of all the 

training I received was to keep me in the Navy. So, it would be a very low score. 

Maybe a 2. 

 

Interviewer: That's consistent with what I've been hearing. You said some things 

were useful. What things would transition over to the civilian world? 

 

C: What I do here, how to organize, how to lead, how to have a vision for a 

program is all stuff you learn in charge of a great many people in stressful 

situations over time. And the ability to dissect a problem rapidly and get to the 

basis of it. 
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Interviewer: Talking specifically transition, is there anything the military could 

have done to help? What was that process like for you? 

 

C: The military gives you TAP. I went to the executive course, which is a little 

more in-depth for career-minded officers. As with any two-week class, it was 

OK. It was such a broad brush. I don't mean to demean it, it had some value. 

More than anything else, it helped me start getting prepared for what was 

coming. They covered life insurance, medical, health insurance, pursuing 

specific types of employment, interviewing practice, resume writing. I spent a lot 

of time on that, interviewing and resume writing practice. Which was good, 

useful to some extent. But there was no specific direction for writing. In other 

words, we weren't applying for a job, but you were just getting a "this is what 

you want to kind of go at." So, there's a lot of time spent on that. TAP classes 

were pretty spelled out. You'd meet with various people from volunteer 

organizations, from engineering organizations. The FAA came and talked to us, if 

you had those kinds of aspirations. 

 

Interviewer: So was there anything else that you felt they could have done 

better? 

 

C: The military? Certainly, but you also have to ask yourself the question, is that 

the military's responsibility? Could the military have provided more? Yes. Should 

the military have provided more? Well, my response to that is who's going to 
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pay for it? That's not the military's job. To prepare me for a civilian job. It's the 

military's job to prepare me to fight the nation's wars. 

 

Interviewer: That's a great point. So, you know, we've talked about that before. 

My challenge is to look at employment transition. And you've talked about the 

"lost people"... 

 

C: The "lost group." 

 

Interviewer: Ok. So we're talking CGOs, NCOs, specifically that as kind of the 

middle management group. 

 

C: NCOs and junior officers primarily. 

 

Interviewer: It's not really the military's responsibility to prepare them, and I'm 

sure there's a lot of initiative that they have to take. What is your experience with 

hearing about other people's transition stories? 

 

C: They're all the same. They're almost identical. Unless they have something 

specifically lined up that they tracked throughout their military career, or aligned 

with a family member, or friend... go back to my first point, contractor in the 

military. I know a lot of people that worked in Washington D.C. and then turned 

around and applied for a civilian contractor job within that same facility where 
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they were experts. They fit all the wickets and would fall right in as a civilian 

contractor or as a GS, you know government civil servant. That was one 

method. And another would be a family member or a friend that you knew that 

would bring you on board. Most of the people that I've talked to that have used 

headhunters or employment agencies have similar frustrations. 

 

Interviewer: A mismatch of what's available? 

 

C: Yea, because there's no... as much as we try to say there's a translation, 

there isn't. It doesn't exist. What we do in the military is specific for the military. 

The skills we gain allow us to do many things, but they're not identifiable in a 

resume. I could lead any entity hear at [omitted for confidentiality], yet when 

you're compared to two other candidates that have leadership experience at 

this structure, the employer... can identify with the two people in competition 

with you that have resumes with applicable experiences. Your military resume 

looks foreign to them. 

 

Interviewer: That gets back into... I'll redirect us back to the interview. On a 

scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly unprepared and 10 being highly prepared, how 

ready did you feel to seek out employment after leaving the service? 

 

C: Very unprepared. So, another 2, maybe a 3. That's it. 
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Interviewer: What are some of the reasons for that? 

 

C: I wouldn't say "non" prepared, I wouldn't give it a 1, because I always have 

my ability to go with the flow. I served for 30 years, and I did a lot of things, but 

not of it has a direct translation to civilian employment. Even things you think 

would have direct translation, you have the impediment of people that want to 

employ you that have no understanding of the background you possess. And 

therefore, when down to the final two or three cuts of people, those that have 

experience in the same industry or organization structure will look better. 

 

Interviewer: With that, what are some of the common challenges that you see... 

talking about translating skills. You told me a story about a guy that went past a 

few screening panels... 

 

C: That was my experience. I went for a leadership position at a local big-time 

Fortune 500 company that had a desire for someone to organize leadership 

development programs for executives and serving in the country and out of the 

country. I have done that. I have taught it. I have lived it. For a very long time. 

It's what I do best. The first group I went to interview with, there were seven 

people on the panel. I don't how many they interviewed, many I'm assuming. 

There were two people that understood military backgrounds. And I could very 

easily see them talking to other people about what this meant, "command," and 

what this meant, "attaché," and what this meant, "executive officer, 
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commanding officer, det commander," kind of stuff and were able to translate it 

to the people on the panel. I went to the second interview very quickly. The 

second interview consisted of three people, one of which knew military. And the 

same thing took place. There were sidebar discussions, with this person ecstatic 

about the leadership experience... I remember several people were very excited 

about what they saw on my resume, very encouraging when I got the phone call 

to come back. I felt like it was a very positive thing for me to come back. I came 

back for the final interview, and it was with one person, middle-aged more 

senior woman, that I have no idea what her background is, but she had no 

military background whatsoever. I know for sure, because she told me that. And 

we were lost at hello. Lost at hello. There was no... shaking hands, I knew we 

were going nowhere. And so did she, frankly. She had two other candidates, my 

assumption is that two other candidates had similar experience, or industry-

wide experience. Were they better? Who knows? But to her, it was more 

comfortable. The problem with the lost group... the E-7, maybe E-6, to O-3, 

there's a lot of leadership and experience, but you're also not 22 anymore. So 

your competition is going to be people that have experience in life, similar pay 

and similar status... if you're in comparison in an industry against people that are 

from industry, if you're a senior executive, are you going to take a chance on 

something who just served... in the Middle East? You gotta ask yourself that 

question, if that's you hiring that person. Yes, you want to hire the vet, but 

you've got two other people that have very similar experience.  
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Interviewer: I have this theory that there is a cognitive dissonance employers go 

through... it's fashionable, they want to support vets, but when you really get 

down to it, there's perceived risk, so much perceived risk for any reason. Do 

they have PTSD? "I don't know what their resume says, and I don't know how 

well it translates into the job position." So, they have this dissonance of not 

knowing what to do with the vet. 

 

C: We also have another problem... "we." Military people. We don't like to give 

up what we do. Meaning, I had an individual... refused to take things out of his 

resume that said "counter-insurgency this" and "joint chief operation officer 

that," because he was extremely proud of it. Refused to take it out. I knew 

exactly what this guy did, and thought, "Oh my God, this guy was... what he did 

was amazing." Out on his own, operating in Indian country. And he struggled 

mightily making the transition. He had a real hard time. 

 

Interviewer: Probably a lot like me then. There were some things in Iraq that we 

had done, I mean, that were the backbone of my resume, and people had no 

idea what I was talking about. It was tough to figure out a way to either not say 

that anymore, or to say it differently, and I'm still trying to figure that out. 

 

C: The difficulty with what we are, and what we do, is that it's "sexy" for the 

people to look at it on TV, and say, "I'm glad those rough men are guarding us in 

dark places and keep us safe, so we can sleep at night." But when those rough 
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men come home, they're still rough men. And Sally, Susie, and Cindy will have a 

tough time with it. When it's an employment decision in particular, because at 

the end of the day, they are responsible to a company, to another boss, to 

whomever about production or where the company is going. And why should 

they take a risk on the veteran in this upper level position when they have others 

that are safer bets? Now, back to why the lost group, and why I call it this. You'll 

know this, there are companies out there that advertise hiring 10,000 vets a 

year, yes. E-1s through E-4s that are 22 years old. There's hundreds of 

thousands more of them. Easy to hire someone to be a forklift driver on your 

floor, stock your shelves, at any one of these companies. Because the risk is 

low, and the benefit they get from the vet is the fact that they are loyal, they are 

trained. And they are going to be a step above Jimmy just graduating from high 

school... they have some loyalty, training, and discipline. And they have some 

respect. That's the thing you see on TV. That's the vet you hear Kelly Clarkson 

talking about in her nationally syndicated advertisement about hiring a vet. She's 

not talking about the O-3. She's talking about the E-3. Unfortunately, the O-3 

comes out and the only things local companies have to offer are basic 

management positions that could be offered to that person right out of college. 

So in essence, you become worth what you were with the degree you 

possessed when you entered the service. The lost time. Thus, the lost group. 

Interviewer: Turning back to you... how long did it take before you found a job 

after leaving the service? 
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C: I didn't choose to look for almost a year. I'm retired, you know. So I didn't 

choose to look... but when I started to look, it took me not quite a year. Three 

quarters of a year, through various, I must have submitted 60, 70, 80 different 

applications, at least... it could be 100. After a while, I literally stopped keeping 

track. People don't even respond anymore... it becomes almost a negative 

cycles. That's what this Internet era has brought upon us; it's so impersonal. 

You submit, and you put great deal of time because they ask for so much in 

these online applications... and they take hours and hours of your time... and 

you hear nothing. Not even a thank you. Not even a "we got it." 

 

Interviewer: Apart from just taking that time off yourself for about a year, was 

there anything that prevented you from looking for work? 

 

C: It's probably no different than anyone else. A lot of people struggle to find 

employment. The difference I would suggest to you that ours is, when you make 

this transition, and this group of people I'm speaking of--and you'll notice I don't 

include myself in the lost group--I'm an O-5. If you retire, you're in a different 

category. I'm never going to be without food. I'm never going to not be able to 

feed my kids. It's those folks that get out without that retirement, an NCO to 

junior officer, minimum 6 or 7 years for the most part... for the JO, that's after 4 

to 5 years of school... so they are close to 30 [years old]. The NCO has 10 to 15 

years and again you're talking about them being 30 to 35 years old. Going to 

work that forklift at, take a big company advertising 10,000 jobs a year, just isn't 
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what they're used to in life. It's a huge step backwards. They become what they 

were after they left high school or college. The lost years. For a guy like me, yes 

I have all those lost years, but I have the retirement also. So I'm not asking for 

pity, you know. 

 

Interviewer: I think in that sense, your situation is a lot different than others... its 

interesting. I have a couple potentially more personal questions, so I'd like to 

ask these but want to give you freedom to decline. Specifically, compared to 

your time in the military are you making more or less? 

 

C: I'm part-time. If I were to be full-time... my position part-time is significantly 

less as an O-5 with over 28 years of services. Full-time? It's close. 

 

Interviewer: Compared to your time in the military... do you feel you have more 

or less responsibilities in your current position. 

 

C: Not even close. Not even close. 

 

Interviewer: Is your current position consistent with a planned career path? 

 

C: No, this is not consistent with it. This is something to provide income offset 

and another challenge. But it's not consistent with the career I've been focusing 

towards, I guess... although it is within higher education. My career projection is 
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with higher education, the education side, not administration. It's a lateral, let's 

call it that. Is that fair? It's a lateral. 

 

Interviewer: So that said... another scale of 1 to 10, 1 being highly dissatisfied 

and 10 being highly satisfied, how satisfied are you in your current position? 

 

C: Interesting question. From a standpoint of who I'm helping, and the touch 

and breadth of the people I effect, total job satisfaction. A 10. Alright? From a 

career perspective and day-to-day office perspective, much less. You know, 

maybe a 4... just from the standpoint I have a lovely title... it's beautiful, but I'm 

charge of myself. And that's fine. I don't need to be in charge of people 

anymore. I'm happy with that. The general office dynamic... it's business and 

young. I honestly applied for [a] position, which is where I believe I'm more 

[qualified]. And you know me... my satisfaction comes from helping people like 

you... 

Interviewer: Earlier you mentioned personal connections. You kind of alluded to 

networking. So I wanted to ask these last few questions in an interview related 

to professional networking. Do you have a personal profile on LinkedIn? 

 

C: It's very rudimentary, but yes. I don't use it often, but it exists... if your next 

question is do you use it often, the answer is now. But it exists. 

 

Interviewer: In what ways do you use it? 
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C: I don't use it at all. Other than people that send me stuff because I have a 

profile. 

 

Interviewer: So, really, just to have a presence? 

 

C: That's it. Yea. 

 

Interviewer: 1 to 10, how involved do you think employers are searching online 

networks to find people to hire? 

 

C: My opinion?... 2. That's tops. 

 

Interviewer: That's interesting... I kind of get that sense too, just talking with 

people... employers aren't necessarily hiring as much as they report.  

 

C: They're not hiring people they're searching for on LinkedIn, unless that 

person knows someone that they know. 

 

Interviewer: Do you have any other profiles online? Any other networks? 
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C: I'm on Facebook. I only use it for my work here. It's a uniformed picture... I 

don't use it for any personal or employment work. Strictly for communications 

about my position. 

 

Interviewer: That said, I only have one more question. Does your online network 

help you in your job right now? You talked about using your profiles to 

communicate your position. 

 

C: That'd be a zero. It doesn't do a thing for me. I don't use it... people want to 

talk to me, and they want to email me. Those that are jerking around in LinkedIn 

aren't serious. 

 

Interviewer: Tell me then about your network offline... calls, emails, personal 

connections. How have those helped you? 

C: With respect to [in general]... it's pivotal. Your personal relationships make all 

the difference in the world. Nothing new there... it's not what you know, it's who 

you know. Email facilitates that by keeping personal contact with people.  

 

Interviewer: I'm interested in finding out how veterans can leverage LinkedIn. So 

the next phase of my research is I want to connect with employers and gauge 

their activity, their actual activity, on LinkedIn... are they actively seeking 

candidates, and if so, how do they consider their hiring decisions? Are there 

buzzwords that they're looking for? Are there key words in LinkedIn they search 
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for?... all the research shows it's heading more and more into social networking, 

but I'm just, I'm not necessarily convinced that it's crossed a threshold yet as far 

as being a super effective channel...  

 

C: I'm sorry, but I just see it as something more than what email can do. Why do 

I need to look at email, and at LinkedIn? You know? I keep contact with 

everyone I need to keep contact with on email... very few people that have... I'm 

going to go further than that: none. Nobody that I've helped both in the military 

initiatives or in my private job searches have come from a LinkedIn contact... 

they've all come from personal email connectivity, voice or voicemail 

connectivity, or personal networking. 
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Appendix C: Survey Questions 

Veterans and LinkedIn: Online Survey 
 
The goal of this survey is to measure how well prepared you felt for employment 
after serving in the Armed Forces. Your involvement will help identify trends and 
insights that could be used to help Veterans strengthen their job network, and 
transition into the job market. The survey is designed to take about 3 to 5 
minutes to complete. 
 
 
Section 1 of 5 
In which branch did you serve? (select all that apply) 
 Air Force (1) 
 Army (2) 
 Marine Corps (3) 
 Navy (4) 
 Guard or Reserves (5) 
 Coast Guard (6) 
 
 
What was / is your total active military service length? 
 Less than 4 years (1) 
 4 - 10 years (2) 
 11 - 20 years (3) 
 More than 20 years (4) 
 
 
How long has it been since you left the service? 
 1 - 2 years (1) 
 3 - 5 years (2) 
 5 - 10 years (3) 
 More than 10 years ago (4) 
 I am still serving. (5) 
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What was the last pay grade you earned before leaving service? If you are still 
serving, list the pay grade you currently hold. 
 E-1 to E-4 (1) 
 E-5 to E-6 (2) 
 E-7 to E-9 (3) 
 W-1 to W-5 (4) 
 O-1 to O-3 (5) 
 O-4 to O-6 (6) 
 O-7 to O-10 (7) 
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Section 2 of 5 
 
Please rate the following statements regarding how prepared you felt for 
employment opportunities beyond the Armed Forces. 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

(1) 

Disagree 
(2) 

Somewhat 
Disagree (3) 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

(4) 

Somewhat 
Agree (5) 

Agree (6) Strongly 
Agree (7) 

The skills I 
learned 

helped me 
become 

technically 
proficient. (1) 

              

I gained 
valuable 

leadership 
experience 

that will help 
me beyond 
my service. 

(2) 

              

My service 
experience 
helped me 

become a fast 
learner. (3) 

              

I had good 
guidance to 
help me find 
employment 
after leaving 
the service. 

(4) 

              

When it came 
to finding a 

job after 
leaving the 

service, I was 
on my own. 

(5) 

              

I felt very 
confident I 
could get a 

job after 
leaving the 
service. (6) 

              

I would be a 
valuable asset 

to any 
organization. 

(7) 
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Please tell us about your views regarding connecting with employers. 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

(1) 

Disagree 
(2) 

Somewhat 
Disagree (3) 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

(4) 

Somewhat 
Agree (5) 

Agree (6) Strongly 
Agree (7) 

Employers 
today are 
Veteran-

friendly. (1) 
              

It is difficult 
to translate 

my skills 
and 

experience 
from my 

service time 
in a way 
that is 

meaningful 
to 

employers. 
(2) 

              

My 
professional 

network 
played a 

big role in 
connecting 

me to 
employers. 

(3) 
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Please tell us about your current employment situation. 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

(1) 

Disagree 
(2) 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

(3) 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

(4) 

Somewhat 
Agree (5) 

Agree 
(6) 

Strongly 
Agree (7) 

The job I 
currently hold 
pays the same 
or higher base 

salary than 
what I earned 
while in the 
service. (1) 

              

I currently hold 
a position with 

equal or 
greater 

responsibilities 
than when I 
was in the 
service. (2) 

              

I got my 
current job 

because I had 
a strong 

résumé. (3) 

              

I have my 
current job 

because of a 
professional 

connection. (4) 

              

I am currently 
searching for 

work. (5) 
              

 
 
Section 3 of 5 
 
While searching for a job, what percentage of your time did you devote to the 
following activities? (choices must add up to 100 percent) 
______ Online searching: looking at online job postings through State, Federal, 
or other job listing services. (1) 
______ Online networking through professional networking sites to connect with 
employers. (2) 
______ Searching classified job ads. (3) 
______ Working with temp agencies or head hunting firms. (4) 
______ Other method: (5) 
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Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective 
those methods were in helping you get a job. 
 

 Very 
Ineffective 

(1) 

Ineffective 
(2) 

Neither 
Effective 

nor 
Ineffective 

(3) 

Effective 
(4) 

Very 
Effective 

(5) 

Online searching. (1)           
Online networking. (2)           
Classified job ads. (3)           

Temp agencies or head hunting 
firms. (4)           

If While searching for a job, what 
percentage of your time did you 

devote to the following activities? 
(choices must add up to 100 

percent) Other method: Is Not Empty 
Other method: 

${q://QID24/ChoiceTextEntryValue/5} 
(5) 

          

 
 
Section 4 of 5 
 
In your opinion, how are these social media sites typically used? 
 

 Purely social (1) Purely professional 
(2) 

Mix of both (3) I'm not sure (4) 

Facebook (1)         
Twitter (2)         

Google+ (3)         
LinkedIn (4)         
Skype (5)         

YouTube (6)         
Instagram (7)         
Pinterest (8)         
Reddit (9)         

Tumblr (10)         
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Please rate the following statements.  
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

(1) 

Disagree 
(2) 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

(3) 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

(4) 

Somewhat 
Agree (5) 

Agree (6) Strongly 
Agree (7) 

I use 
professional 
networking 
sites like an 

online 
résumé. (1) 

              

I try to use 
key words 

that will stick 
out to 

employers. 
(2) 

              

I update my 
profile often 
to keep my 

personal 
information 
current. (3) 

              

Employers 
are actively 

searching for 
candidates 

on 
professional 

online 
networks. (4) 

              

I am very 
familiar with 
all the ways I 

can use 
online 

networks to 
make myself 

more 
marketable 

to 
employers. 

(5) 

              

I like to write 
content 
(blogs, 

articles, etc.) 
and post 

them to my 
online 

professional 
networking 

sites. (6) 

              

My online 
professional               
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networks 
help me 

connect to 
companies 

where I 
might want 
to work. (7) 
I use one or 

more 
professional 
networking 

sites (8) 

              

I am a 
member of 

one or more 
professional 
networking 

groups 
online. (9) 

              

I have a 
strong 

Veterans 
network 
online to 
help me 

market my 
service 

experience 
with 

potential 
employers. 

(11) 

              

 
 
 
Section 5 of 5 
 
What is your gender? 
 Male (1) 
 Female (2) 
 
 
What is your age group? 
 18 - 25 (1) 
 26 - 35 (2) 
 36 - 45 (3) 
 46 - 55 (4) 
 56 + (5) 
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Are you a Veteran of the American Armed Forces? (retired, separated, or 
currently serving) 
 Yes (1) 
 No (2) 
 
 
Your response is greatly appreciated. To be entered into a drawing for a $50 
Amazon.com gift card, please provide your email address. 
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Appendix D: Survey Results 

Veterans and LinkedIn: Online Survey 
Report Created on 05/07/2014 

1.  In which branch did you serve? (select all that apply) 
# Answer    Response % 
1 Air Force    107 84% 
2 Army    8 6% 
3 Marine Corps    4 3% 
4 Navy    6 5% 
5 Guard or 

Reserves    13 10% 

6 Coast Guard    0 0% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 5 
Total Responses 128 
 
2.  What was / is your total active military service length? 

# Answer    Response % 
1 Less than 4 

years    8 6% 

2 4 - 10 years    53 41% 
3 11 - 20 years    14 11% 
4 More than 20 

years    53 41% 

 Total  128 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 4 
Mean 2.88 
Variance 1.07 
Standard Deviation 1.03 
Total Responses 128 
 
3.  How long has it been since you left the service? 

# Answer    Response % 
1 1 - 2 years    21 16% 
2 3 - 5 years    20 16% 
3 5 - 10 years    36 28% 
4 More than 10 

years ago    33 26% 

5 I am still 
serving.    18 14% 

 Total  128 100% 
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Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 5 
Mean 3.05 
Variance 1.64 
Standard Deviation 1.28 
Total Responses 128 
 
4.  What was the last pay grade you earned before leaving service? If you are still serving, 
list the pay grade you currently hold. 

# Answer    Response % 
1 E-1 to E-4    14 11% 
2 E-5 to E-6    46 37% 
3 E-7 to E-9    40 32% 
4 W-1 to W-5    0 0% 
5 O-1 to O-3    13 10% 
6 O-4 to O-6    12 10% 
7 O-7 to O-10    0 0% 
 Total  125 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 6 
Mean 2.90 
Variance 2.10 
Standard Deviation 1.45 
Total Responses 125 
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5.  Please rate the following statements regarding how prepared you felt for employment 
opportunities beyond the Armed Forces. 

# Question 

Strong
ly 

Disagr
ee 

Disagr
ee 

Somew
hat 

Disagre
e 

Neithe
r 

Agree 
nor 

Disagr
ee 

Somew
hat 

Agree 
Agr
ee 

Stron
gly 

Agree 

Total 
Respon

ses 
Me
an 

1 

The skills 
I learned 
helped 
me 
become 
technicall
y 
proficient
. 

2 6 3 6 19 39 46 121 5.7
7 

2 

I gained 
valuable 
leadershi
p 
experienc
e that will 
help me 
beyond 
my 
service. 

1 1 1 2 10 30 76 121 6.4
1 

3 

My 
service 
experienc
e helped 
me 
become 
a fast 
learner. 

1 1 2 10 12 37 58 121 6.0
9 

4 

I had 
good 
guidance 
to help 
me find 
employm
ent after 
leaving 
the 
service. 

13 16 14 20 28 19 11 121 4.1
2 

5 

When it 
came to 
finding a 
job after 
leaving 
the 
service, I 
was on 

7 13 7 16 18 26 33 120 4.9
6 
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my own. 

6 

I felt very 
confident 
I could 
get a job 
after 
leaving 
the 
service. 

2 5 5 10 29 37 33 121 5.5
0 

7 

I would 
be a 
valuable 
asset to 
any 
organizati
on. 

1 0 0 1 6 25 88 121 6.6
2 

 

Statistic 

The skills 
I learned 
helped 

me 
become 

technicall
y 

proficient
. 

I gained 
valuable 
leadershi

p 
experienc
e that will 
help me 
beyond 

my 
service. 

My 
service 

experienc
e helped 

me 
become a 

fast 
learner. 

I had good 
guidance 

to help me 
find 

employme
nt after 

leaving the 
service. 

When 
it 

came 
to 

finding 
a job 
after 

leavin
g the 
servic

e, I 
was 

on my 
own. 

I felt 
very 

confide
nt I 

could 
get a 

job after 
leaving 

the 
service. 

I would be 
a valuable 
asset to 

any 
organizatio

n. 

Min Value 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Max 
Value 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

Mean 5.77 6.41 6.09 4.12 4.96 5.50 6.62 
Variance 2.13 1.03 1.40 3.30 3.62 2.05 0.64 
Standard 
Deviation 1.46 1.01 1.18 1.82 1.90 1.43 0.80 

Total 
Response
s 

121 121 121 121 120 121 121 
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6.  Please tell us about your views regarding connecting with employers. 

# Question 

Strong
ly 

Disagr
ee 

Disagr
ee 

Somew
hat 

Disagre
e 

Neithe
r 

Agree 
nor 

Disagr
ee 

Somew
hat 

Agree 
Agr
ee 

Stron
gly 

Agree 

Total 
Respon

ses 
Me
an 

1 

Employe
rs today 
are 
Veteran-
friendly. 

3 5 9 26 32 40 6 121 4.8
4 

2 

It is 
difficult 
to 
translate 
my skills 
and 
experien
ce from 
my 
service 
time in a 
way that 
is 
meaningf
ul to 
employer
s. 

12 17 17 9 30 19 17 121 4.2
6 

3 

My 
professio
nal 
network 
played a 
big role 
in 
connecti
ng me to 
employer
s. 

9 11 15 22 13 20 31 121 4.6
8 
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Statistic Employers today are 
Veteran-friendly. 

It is difficult to 
translate my skills and 
experience from my 
service time in a way 
that is meaningful to 

employers. 

My professional 
network played a big 
role in connecting me 

to employers. 

Min Value 1 1 1 
Max Value 7 7 7 
Mean 4.84 4.26 4.68 
Variance 1.80 3.70 3.80 
Standard Deviation 1.34 1.92 1.95 
Total Responses 121 121 121 
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7.  Please tell us about your current employment situation. 

# Question 

Stron
gly 

Disagr
ee 

Disagr
ee 

Somew
hat 

Disagre
e 

Neithe
r 

Agree 
nor 

Disagr
ee 

Somew
hat 

Agree 
Agr
ee 

Stron
gly 

Agree 

Total 
Respon

ses 
Me
an 

1 

The job I 
currently 
hold pays 
the same 
or higher 
base 
salary than 
what I 
earned 
while in 
the 
service. 

19 14 4 22 3 20 35 117 4.5
0 

2 

I currently 
hold a 
position 
with equal 
or greater 
responsibil
ities than 
when I 
was in the 
service. 

18 16 10 23 9 18 23 117 4.1
5 

3 

I got my 
current job 
because I 
had a 
strong 
résumé. 

12 9 3 18 19 28 28 117 4.8
7 

4 

I have my 
current job 
because of 
a 
profession
al 
connection
. 

26 14 4 29 12 15 16 116 3.8
3 

5 
I am 
currently 
searching 
for work. 

40 16 4 22 5 11 21 119 3.4
5 
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Statistic 

The job I 
currently 
hold pays 

the same or 
higher base 
salary than 

what I 
earned while 

in the 
service. 

I currently hold 
a position with 

equal or 
greater 

responsibilities 
than when I 
was in the 
service. 

I got my 
current job 
because I 

had a strong 
résumé. 

I have my 
current job 

because of a 
professional 
connection. 

I am currently 
searching for 

work. 

Min Value 1 1 1 1 1 
Max Value 7 7 7 7 7 
Mean 4.50 4.15 4.87 3.83 3.45 
Variance 5.17 4.49 3.80 4.40 5.33 
Standard 
Deviation 2.27 2.12 1.95 2.10 2.31 

Total 
Responses 117 117 117 116 119 

 
8.  While searching for a job, what percentage of your time did you devote to the following 
activities? (choices must add up to 100 percent) 

# Answer Min Value Max Value Average 
Value 

Standard 
Deviation 

1 

Online 
searching: 
looking at 
online job 
postings 
through State, 
Federal, or 
other job 
listing 
services. 

0.00 100.00 50.29 36.00 

2 

Online 
networking 
through 
professional 
networking 
sites to 
connect with 
employers. 

0.00 100.00 14.54 19.67 

3 
Searching 
classified job 
ads. 

0.00 75.00 6.69 13.72 

4 
Working with 
temp agencies 
or head 
hunting firms. 

0.00 90.00 6.33 14.52 

5 Other method: 0.00 100.00 14.02 29.96 
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Other method: 
former coworkers 
Opening doors and asking 
phone calls 
USA Jobs 
In person networking 
Job fairs 
Not looking 
Networking/communicating with other retirees or previous co-workers 
volunteering led to employment 
Still active duty 
Internship 
Networking with known people 
I just applied for jobs at agencies I had heard of 
Professional Network Face to Face contact 
Going door to door with a resume 
Training/Certifications 
In person contact 
calling & writing contacts 
Internship 
Talking with people I knew; on-campus interviews 
Personal references 
Post Service Professional Network in College 
Networking with friends and former associates 
Career Fairs 
100 
Networking 
Networking 
Use of personal network 
Graduate Business Career Center 
 
9.  Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those 
methods were in helping you get a job. 

# Question 
Very 

Ineffect
ive 

Ineffect
ive 

Neither 
Effectiv
e nor 

Ineffect
ive 

Effecti
ve 

Very 
Effecti

ve 

Total 
Respon

ses 

Me
an 

1 Online searching. 7 11 23 52 23 116 3.6
3 

2 Online networking. 10 20 51 27 7 115 3.0
1 

3 Classified job ads. 22 26 48 14 4 114 2.5
8 

4 Temp agencies or head 
hunting firms. 15 14 61 17 7 114 2.8

9 

5 
Other method: 
${q://QID24/ChoiceTextEnt
ryValue/5} 

6 6 55 20 21 108 3.4
1 
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Statistic 
Online 

searchin
g. 

Online 
networkin

g. 

Classifie
d job 
ads. 

Temp 
agencie

s or 
head 

hunting 
firms. 

Other method: 
${q://QID24/ChoiceTextEntryValue

/5} 

Min Value 1 1 1 1 1 
Max Value 5 5 5 5 5 
Mean 3.63 3.01 2.58 2.89 3.41 
Variance 1.19 1.01 1.10 1.04 1.08 
Standard 
Deviation 1.09 1.00 1.05 1.02 1.04 

Total 
Response
s 

116 115 114 114 108 

 
10.  In your opinion, how are these social media sites typically used? 

# Question Purely 
social 

Purely 
professional 

Mix of 
both 

Total 
Responses Mean 

1 Facebook 66 0 48 114 1.84 
2 Twitter 47 0 41 88 1.93 
3 Google+ 24 4 41 69 2.25 
4 LinkedIn 1 74 24 99 2.23 
5 Skype 38 2 46 86 2.09 
6 YouTube 64 0 32 96 1.67 
7 Instagram 66 0 12 78 1.31 
8 Pinterest 61 2 23 86 1.56 
9 Reddit 33 0 12 45 1.53 

10 Tumblr 39 1 8 48 1.35 
 

Statistic Facebo
ok 

Twitt
er 

Googl
e+ 

Linke
dIn 

Sky
pe 

YouTu
be 

Instagr
am 

Pinter
est 

Red
dit 

Tum
blr 

Min 
Value 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Max 
Value 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Mean 1.84 1.93 2.25 2.23 2.09 1.67 1.31 1.56 1.53 1.35 
Varianc
e 0.98 1.01 0.89 0.20 0.98 0.90 0.53 0.79 0.80 0.57 

Standar
d 
Deviatio
n 

0.99 1.00 0.95 0.45 0.99 0.95 0.73 0.89 0.89 0.76 

Total 
Respon
ses 

114 88 69 99 86 96 78 86 45 48 
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11.  Please rate the following statements.  

# Question 

Stron
gly 

Disagr
ee 

Disagr
ee 

Somew
hat 

Disagre
e 

Neithe
r 

Agree 
nor 

Disagr
ee 

Somew
hat 

Agree 
Agr
ee 

Stron
gly 

Agree 

Total 
Respon

ses 
Me
an 

1 

I use 
professio
nal 
networki
ng sites 
like an 
online 
résumé. 

20 22 6 17 19 19 14 117 3.9
1 

2 

I try to 
use key 
words 
that will 
stick out 
to 
employe
rs. 

9 1 3 10 16 46 31 116 5.4
6 

3 

I update 
my 
profile 
often to 
keep my 
personal 
informati
on 
current. 

13 7 7 21 19 29 20 116 4.6
6 

4 

Employe
rs are 
actively 
searchin
g for 
candidat
es on 
professio
nal 
online 
networks
. 

9 8 8 39 21 23 8 116 4.3
4 

5 

I am very 
familiar 
with all 
the ways 
I can use 
online 
networks 
to make 
myself 
more 

10 14 18 17 34 19 4 116 4.0
7 
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marketa
ble to 
employe
rs. 

6 

I like to 
write 
content 
(blogs, 
articles, 
etc.) and 
post 
them to 
my 
online 
professio
nal 
networki
ng sites. 

42 32 7 24 9 2 1 117 2.4
5 

7 

My 
online 
professio
nal 
networks 
help me 
connect 
to 
compani
es where 
I might 
want to 
work. 

24 15 12 28 16 12 10 117 3.6
2 

8 

I use one 
or more 
professio
nal 
networki
ng sites 

23 9 1 8 10 40 25 116 4.6
6 

9 

I am a 
member 
of one or 
more 
professio
nal 
networki
ng 
groups 
online. 

21 11 1 7 11 37 28 116 4.7
2 

1
1 

I have a 
strong 
Veterans 
network 
online to 
help me 
market 

22 22 10 22 26 5 9 116 3.5
1 
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my 
service 
experien
ce with 
potential 
employe
rs. 

 

Statisti
c 

I use 
professi

onal 
network
ing sites 
like an 
online 

résumé. 

I try to 
use 
key 

words 
that 
will 

stick 
out to 

employ
ers. 

I 
update 

my 
profile 

often to 
keep 
my 

person
al 

informa
tion 

current. 

Employ
ers are 
actively 
searchi
ng for 

candida
tes on 

professi
onal 

online 
network

s. 

I am 
very 

familiar 
with all 

the 
ways I 

can 
use 

online 
networ
ks to 
make 
myself 
more 

market
able to 
employ

ers. 

I like to 
write 

content 
(blogs, 
articles, 

etc.) 
and 
post 

them to 
my 

online 
professi

onal 
network

ing 
sites. 

My 
online 

professi
onal 

network
s help 

me 
connect 

to 
compan

ies 
where I 
might 

want to 
work. 

I use 
one or 
more 

professi
onal 

network
ing sites 

I am a 
member 
of one 

or more 
professi

onal 
network

ing 
groups 
online. 

I have 
a 

strong 
Vetera

ns 
networ

k 
online 
to help 

me 
market 

my 
service 
experie

nce 
with 

potenti
al 

employ
ers. 

Min 
Value 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Max 
Value 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Mean 3.91 5.46 4.66 4.34 4.07 2.45 3.62 4.66 4.72 3.51 
Varianc
e 4.26 2.79 3.62 2.54 2.69 2.23 3.67 5.11 5.09 3.43 
Standa
rd 
Deviati
on 

2.06 1.67 1.90 1.59 1.64 1.49 1.92 2.26 2.26 1.85 

Total 
Respo
nses 

117 116 116 116 116 117 117 116 116 116 

 
 
12.  What is your gender? 

# Answer    Response % 
1 Male    71 61% 
2 Female    45 39% 
 Total  116 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 2 
Mean 1.39 
Variance 0.24 
Standard Deviation 0.49 
Total Responses 116 
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13.  What is your age group? 
# Answer    Response % 
1 18 - 25    1 1% 
2 26 - 35    38 33% 
3 36 - 45    27 23% 
4 46 - 55    37 32% 
5 56 +    13 11% 
 Total  116 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 5 
Mean 3.20 
Variance 1.10 
Standard Deviation 1.05 
Total Responses 116 
 
14.  Are you a Veteran of the American Armed Forces? (retired, separated, or currently 
serving) 

# Answer    Response % 
1 Yes    115 99% 
2 No    1 1% 
 Total  116 100% 

 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 2 
Mean 1.01 
Variance 0.01 
Standard Deviation 0.09 
Total Responses 116 
 
15.  Your response is greatly appreciated. To be entered into a drawing for a $50 
Amazon.com gift card, please provide your email address. 
Text Response 
Email addresses removed for anonymity. 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 96 
 
 

    In which branch did you serve? (select all that apply)       What is your age group? 

Gender   Air 
Force Army Marine 

Corps Navy Guard or 
Reserves 

Coast 
Guard Total   Gender 

18 
- 

25 

26 - 
35 

36 - 
45 

46 - 
55 56 + Total 

Male   55 7 3 5 7 0 77   Male 0 25 12 25 9 71 
Female   41 1 1 1 4 0 48   Female 1 13 15 12 4 45 
Total   96 8 4 6 11 0 125   Total 1 38 27 37 13 116 

%   77% 6% 3% 5% 9% 0% 100%   % 1% 33% 23% 32% 11% 100% 
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Q1xQ5 - Preparation for Employment 

The skills I learned helped me become technically proficient. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 1 4 1 2 14 35 43 100 
Army 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 8 

Marine Corps 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 4 
Navy 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 0 1 0 2 2 5 2 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 2 6 3 6 19 39 46 121 

% 2% 5% 2% 5% 16% 32% 38% 100% 
                  
                  

I gained valuable leadership experience that will help me beyond my service. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 1 0 0 2 9 26 62 100 
Army 0 1 1 0 1 2 3 8 

Marine Corps 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 
Navy 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 0 0 0 0 1 3 8 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 1 1 1 2 10 30 76 121 

% 1% 1% 1% 2% 8% 25% 63% 100% 
                  
                  

My service experience helped me become a fast learner. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 1 0 0 9 9 31 50 100 
Army 0 1 1 0 2 1 3 8 

Marine Corps 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 
Navy 0 0 1 0 0 3 2 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 0 0 0 3 2 4 3 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 1 1 2 10 12 37 58 121 

% 1% 1% 2% 8% 10% 31% 48% 100% 
                  
                  

I had good guidance to help me find employment after leaving the service. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 10 12 11 15 25 17 10 100 
Army 1 4 1 1 1 0 0 8 

Marine Corps 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 4 
Navy 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 0 3 1 3 1 3 1 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 13 16 14 20 28 19 11 121 

% 11% 13% 12% 17% 23% 16% 9% 100% 
                  
                  

When it came to finding a job after leaving the service, I was on my own. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 6 13 6 12 14 23 25 99 
Army 0 0 0 0 2 2 4 8 

Marine Corps 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 4 
Navy 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 0 1 0 5 1 2 3 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 7 13 7 16 18 26 33 120 

% 6% 11% 6% 13% 15% 22% 28% 100% 
                  
                  

I felt very confident I could get a job after leaving the service. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 
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Air Force 1 5 5 8 25 26 30 100 
Army 1 0 0 1 2 3 1 8 

Marine Corps 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 4 
Navy 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 0 1 0 2 4 3 2 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 2 5 5 10 29 37 33 121 

% 2% 4% 4% 8% 24% 31% 27% 100% 
                  
                  

I would be a valuable asset to any organization. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 1 0 0 1 5 19 74 100 
Army 0 0 0 0 1 2 5 8 

Marine Corps 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 
Navy 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 0 0 0 1 0 2 9 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 1 0 0 1 6 25 88 121 

% 1% 0% 0% 1% 5% 21% 73% 100% 

 

 

Q1xQ6 - Connecting with Employers 

Employers today are Veteran-friendly. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 2 4 7 19 29 33 6 100 
Army 0 1 1 3 1 2 0 8 

Marine Corps 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 
Navy 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 0 1 1 3 2 4 1 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 3 5 9 26 32 40 6 121 

% 2% 4% 7% 21% 26% 33% 5% 100% 
                  
                  

It is difficult to translate my skills and experience from my service time in a way that is meaningful to employers. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 9 14 15 7 26 15 14 100 
Army 1 2 0 1 0 1 3 8 

Marine Corps 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 4 
Navy 1 0 1 0 2 2 0 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 1 2 4 2 0 1 2 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 12 17 17 9 30 19 17 121 

% 10% 14% 14% 7% 25% 16% 14% 100% 
                  
                  

My professional network played a big role in connecting me to employers. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 9 8 14 17 9 17 26 100 
Army 0 1 1 3 0 2 1 8 

Marine Corps 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 4 
Navy 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 0 1 2 1 0 4 4 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 9 11 15 22 13 20 31 121 

% 7% 9% 12% 18% 11% 17% 26% 100% 
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Q1xQ7 - Current Employment Situation 

The job I currently hold pays the same or higher base salary than what I earned while in the service. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 13 9 3 20 3 17 32 97 
Army 4 1 0 1 0 1 1 8 

Marine Corps 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 
Navy 0 3 0 1 0 0 2 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 4 1 0 2 0 2 3 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 19 14 4 22 3 20 35 117 

% 16% 12% 3% 19% 3% 17% 30% 100% 
                  
                  

I currently hold a position with equal or greater responsibilities than when I was in the service. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 12 13 8 21 7 14 22 97 
Army 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 8 

Marine Corps 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
Navy 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 18 16 10 23 9 18 23 117 

% 15% 14% 9% 20% 8% 15% 20% 100% 
                  
                  

I got my current job because I had a strong resume. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 8 6 3 17 14 24 25 97 
Army 2 1 0 1 1 2 1 8 

Marine Corps 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 
Navy 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 2 1 0 1 4 1 3 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 12 9 3 18 19 28 28 117 

% 10% 8% 3% 15% 16% 24% 24% 100% 
                  
                  

I have my current job because of a professional connection. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 21 12 2 26 10 12 13 96 
Army 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 

Marine Corps 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Navy 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 2 1 1 3 0 2 3 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 26 14 4 29 12 15 16 116 

% 22% 12% 3% 25% 10% 13% 14% 100% 
                  
                  

I am currently searching for work. 
Branch of 
Service 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

Air Force 33 13 3 18 5 10 17 99 
Army 3 1 0 3 0 0 1 8 

Marine Corps 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 
Navy 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 6 1 0 2 0 1 2 12 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 40 16 4 22 5 11 21 119 

% 34% 13% 3% 18% 4% 9% 18% 100% 
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Q1xQ9 - Effectiveness of Job Search Methods 

Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those methods were in helping you 
get a job. - Online searching. 

Branch of 
Service 

Very 
Ineffective Ineffective Neither Effective nor 

Ineffective Effective Very 
Effective Total 

Air Force 4 10 18 44 22 98 
Army 1 0 1 5 0 7 

Marine Corps 0 1 1 1 0 3 
Navy 2 0 2 2 0 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 1 0 2 6 2 11 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 7 11 23 52 23 116 

% 6% 9% 20% 45% 20% 100% 
              
              

Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those methods were in helping you 
get a job. - Online networking. 

Branch of 
Service 

Very 
Ineffective Ineffective Neither Effective nor 

Ineffective Effective Very 
Effective Total 

Air Force 7 15 44 24 7 97 
Army 1 2 3 1 0 7 

Marine Corps 1 1 0 1 0 3 
Navy 1 2 2 1 0 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 1 3 2 5 0 11 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 10 20 51 27 7 115 

% 9% 17% 44% 23% 6% 100% 
              
              

Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those methods were in helping you 
get a job. - Classified job ads. 

Branch of 
Service 

Very 
Ineffective Ineffective Neither Effective nor 

Ineffective Effective Very 
Effective Total 

Air Force 17 22 44 11 2 96 
Army 1 1 1 3 1 7 

Marine Corps 2 1 0 0 0 3 
Navy 2 2 2 0 0 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 3 0 2 4 2 11 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 22 26 48 14 4 114 

% 19% 23% 42% 12% 4% 100% 
              
              

Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those methods were in helping you 
get a job. - Temp agencies or head hunting firms. 

Branch of 
Service 

Very 
Ineffective Ineffective Neither Effective nor 

Ineffective Effective Very 
Effective Total 

Air Force 14 11 51 14 6 96 
Army 1 2 3 1 0 7 

Marine Corps 0 0 2 1 0 3 
Navy 0 1 4 1 0 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 3 1 6 0 1 11 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 15 14 61 17 7 114 

% 13% 12% 54% 15% 6% 100% 
              
              

Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those methods were in helping you 
get a job. - Other method 

Branch of 
Service 

Very 
Ineffective Ineffective Neither Effective nor 

Ineffective Effective Very 
Effective Total 

Air Force 6 6 48 16 15 91 
Army 0 0 2 3 2 7 

Marine Corps 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Navy 0 0 2 1 3 6 

Guard or 
Reserves 1 0 7 1 1 10 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 6 6 55 20 21 108 
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% 6% 6% 51% 19% 19% 100% 

 

Q4xQ5 - Preparation for Employment 

The skills I learned helped me become technically proficient. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 0 1 1 2 2 4 3 13 

E-5 to E-
6 0 2 1 2 6 17 16 44 

E-7 to E-
9 1 2 0 0 2 12 21 38 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 0 1 1 1 5 4 1 13 

O-4 to 
O-6 0 0 0 1 4 2 4 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 1 6 3 6 19 39 45 119 
% 1% 5% 3% 5% 16% 33% 38% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

I gained valuable leadership experience that will help me beyond my service. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 0 1 1 1 1 4 5 13 

E-5 to E-
6 0 0 0 0 7 16 21 44 

E-7 to E-
9 0 0 0 1 2 7 28 38 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 0 0 0 0 0 2 11 13 

O-4 to 
O-6 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 0 1 1 2 10 30 75 119 
% 0% 1% 1% 2% 8% 25% 63% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

My service experience helped me become a fast learner. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 0 1 1 3 1 5 2 13 

E-5 to E-
6 0 0 0 5 5 11 23 44 

E-7 to E-
9 0 0 0 1 2 13 22 38 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 0 0 0 1 0 3 9 13 

O-4 to 
O-6 0 0 1 0 3 5 2 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 0 1 2 10 11 37 58 119 
% 0% 1% 2% 8% 9% 31% 49% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

I had good guidance to help me find employment after leaving the service. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 3 2 1 2 2 2 1 13 
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E-5 to E-
6 4 9 5 10 9 6 1 44 

E-7 to E-
9 3 3 3 3 11 6 9 38 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 1 1 4 1 3 3 0 13 

O-4 to 
O-6 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 12 16 14 19 28 19 11 119 
% 10% 13% 12% 16% 24% 16% 9% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

When it came to finding a job after leaving the service, I was on my own. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 0 2 0 0 1 4 6 13 

E-5 to E-
6 3 2 3 7 8 10 11 44 

E-7 to E-
9 3 7 3 4 2 8 11 38 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 1 1 0 3 4 2 2 13 

O-4 to 
O-6 0 1 1 2 2 1 3 10 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 7 13 7 16 17 25 33 118 
% 6% 11% 6% 14% 14% 21% 28% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

I felt very confident I could get a job after leaving the service. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 1 1 0 1 1 4 5 13 

E-5 to E-
6 1 4 1 4 14 12 8 44 

E-7 to E-
9 0 0 3 3 8 11 13 38 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 0 0 1 2 2 3 5 13 

O-4 to 
O-6 0 0 0 0 2 7 2 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 2 5 5 10 27 37 33 119 
% 2% 4% 4% 8% 23% 31% 28% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

I would be a valuable asset to any organization. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 0 0 0 0 1 3 9 13 

E-5 to E-
6 0 0 0 0 2 12 30 44 

E-7 to E-
9 0 0 0 0 1 6 31 38 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 0 0 0 1 1 2 9 13 

O-4 to 
O-6 0 0 0 0 1 2 8 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 0 0 0 1 6 25 87 119 
% 0% 0% 0% 1% 5% 21% 73% 100% 
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Q4xQ6 - Connecting with Employers 

Employers today are Veteran-friendly. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 0 1 1 4 3 4 0 13 

E-5 to E-
6 2 2 5 10 9 14 2 44 

E-7 to E-
9 1 2 2 7 12 10 4 38 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 0 0 0 1 3 9 0 13 

O-4 to 
O-6 0 0 1 3 4 3 0 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 3 5 9 25 31 40 6 119 
% 3% 4% 8% 21% 26% 34% 5% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

It is difficult to translate my skills and experience from my service time in a way that is meaningful to employers. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 0 1 2 1 3 2 4 13 

E-5 to E-
6 9 4 5 4 9 8 5 44 

E-7 to E-
9 2 10 4 3 9 4 6 38 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 0 1 5 0 4 1 2 13 

O-4 to 
O-6 1 1 1 1 4 3 0 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 12 17 17 9 29 18 17 119 
% 10% 14% 14% 8% 24% 15% 14% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

My professional network played a big role in connecting me to employers. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 3 1 0 2 2 0 5 13 

E-5 to E-
6 4 4 7 9 5 7 8 44 

E-7 to E-
9 2 4 4 8 3 4 13 38 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 0 1 2 3 2 3 2 13 

O-4 to 
O-6 0 1 1 0 1 5 3 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 9 11 14 22 13 19 31 119 
% 8% 9% 12% 18% 11% 16% 26% 100% 

 

 

Q4xQ7 - Current Employment Situation 
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The job I currently hold pays the same or higher base salary than what I earned while in the service. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 1 3 0 2 0 3 4 13 

E-5 to E-
6 10 7 1 8 1 3 12 42 

E-7 to E-
9 4 0 2 7 1 10 13 37 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 2 1 1 1 1 3 3 12 

O-4 to 
O-6 1 3 0 4 0 1 2 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 18 14 4 22 3 20 34 115 
% 16% 12% 3% 19% 3% 17% 30% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

I currently hold a position with equal or greater responsibilities than when I was in the service. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 2 1 1 1 2 4 2 13 

E-5 to E-
6 6 8 1 8 4 4 11 42 

E-7 to E-
9 5 4 5 7 1 9 6 37 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 12 

O-4 to 
O-6 3 1 2 4 0 0 1 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 18 16 10 23 9 18 21 115 
% 16% 14% 9% 20% 8% 16% 18% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

I got my current job because I had a strong resume. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 1 2 0 2 2 3 3 13 

E-5 to E-
6 6 3 1 5 10 9 8 42 

E-7 to E-
9 3 2 1 6 3 10 12 37 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 1 1 0 1 1 5 3 12 

O-4 to 
O-6 1 1 1 4 3 0 1 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 12 9 3 18 19 27 27 115 
% 10% 8% 3% 16% 17% 23% 23% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

I have my current job because of a professional connection. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 3 1 0 3 0 2 3 12 

E-5 to E-
6 15 3 1 11 3 5 4 42 

E-7 to E-
9 4 6 1 8 6 4 8 37 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 3 3 1 3 0 1 1 12 
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O-4 to 
O-6 0 0 1 4 3 3 0 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 25 13 4 29 12 15 16 114 
% 22% 11% 4% 25% 11% 13% 14% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

I am currently searching for work. 
Pay 

Grade 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 

E-1 to E-
4 4 1 0 2 0 1 5 13 

E-5 to E-
6 13 8 1 7 2 5 8 44 

E-7 to E-
9 16 4 0 7 3 2 5 37 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 6 0 1 3 0 1 1 12 

O-4 to 
O-6 1 2 1 3 0 2 2 11 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 40 15 3 22 5 11 21 117 
% 34% 13% 3% 19% 4% 9% 18% 100% 

 

 

Q4xQ9 - Effectiveness of Job Search Methods 

Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those methods were in 
helping you get a job. - Online searching. 

Pay 
Grade 

Very 
Ineffective Ineffective Neither Effective nor 

Ineffective Effective Very 
Effective Total 

E-1 to E-
4 2 2 0 6 2 12 

E-5 to E-
6 2 4 7 24 7 44 

E-7 to E-
9 1 2 8 15 11 37 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 1 1 4 3 2 11 

O-4 to 
O-6 1 2 4 3 0 10 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 7 11 23 51 22 114 
% 6% 10% 20% 45% 19% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those methods were in 
helping you get a job. - Online networking. 

Pay 
Grade 

Very 
Ineffective Ineffective Neither Effective nor 

Ineffective Effective Very 
Effective Total 

E-1 to E-
4 2 4 2 2 1 11 

E-5 to E-
6 5 10 16 11 2 44 

E-7 to E-
9 2 1 21 9 4 37 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 1 2 6 2 0 11 

O-4 to 
O-6 0 3 4 3 0 10 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 10 20 49 27 7 113 
% 9% 18% 43% 24% 6% 100% 
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Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those methods were in 
helping you get a job. - Classified job ads. 

Pay 
Grade 

Very 
Ineffective Ineffective Neither Effective nor 

Ineffective Effective Very 
Effective Total 

E-1 to E-
4 2 4 5 1 0 12 

E-5 to E-
6 10 7 15 10 2 44 

E-7 to E-
9 5 6 19 3 2 35 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 3 3 5 0 0 11 

O-4 to 
O-6 2 5 3 0 0 10 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 22 25 47 14 4 112 
% 20% 22% 42% 13% 4% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those methods were in 
helping you get a job. - Temp agencies or head hunting firms. 

Pay 
Grade 

Very 
Ineffective Ineffective Neither Effective nor 

Ineffective Effective Very 
Effective Total 

E-1 to E-
4 2 1 5 1 3 12 

E-5 to E-
6 6 6 22 7 3 44 

E-7 to E-
9 4 2 20 8 1 35 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 2 3 5 1 0 11 

O-4 to 
O-6 1 1 8 0 0 10 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 15 13 60 17 7 112 
% 13% 12% 54% 15% 6% 100% 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	  
	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

Based on the choices in the previous question, please tell us how effective those methods were in 
helping you get a job. - Other method:${q://QID24/ChoiceTextEntryValue/5} 

Pay 
Grade 

Very 
Ineffective Ineffective Neither Effective nor 

Ineffective Effective Very 
Effective Total 

E-1 to E-
4 0 1 4 4 3 12 

E-5 to E-
6 4 2 22 6 6 40 

E-7 to E-
9 2 2 19 5 6 34 

W-1 to 
W-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O-1 to 
O-3 0 0 5 2 3 10 

O-4 to 
O-6 0 1 3 3 3 10 

O-7 to 
O-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 6 6 53 20 21 106 
% 6% 6% 50% 19% 20% 100% 

 


























































































































































































